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A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE VALUE OF INTRINSIC 
MOTIVATION IN COMPUTER SOFTWARE ON THE MATH
ACHIEVEMENT, ATTITUDES, ATTENDANCE, AND 
DEPTH-OF - INVOLVEMENT OF UNDERACHIEVING STUDENTS
CHAPTER I
It has been well established in the 
literature that Computer Assisted Instruction 
{CAI) can enhance academic achievement as well aa 
provide relative cost-effectiveness of instruction 
(Roblyer, 1985; Clark, 1933; Kullk, Bangert, and 
Williams, 1983; Forman, 1982; Suppee, 1980;
Edwards, Norton, Taylor, Weiss, and Dueeeldcrp, 
1975; Suppee and Morningstar, 1969). Much of this 
research dealt with CAI by emphasizing the 
hardware itself, the new technology exemplified in 
the delivery of instruction. It was a new means 
of instructional presentation that was not 
dependent on the human factor of the teacher.
Computer Assisted Instruction grew out cf the 
legacy cf programmed instruction and the theories 
of motivation and learning exemplified by
7
8such long standing luthQritit* as Skinner and 
Thorndike. Ho»iv*r, th* rtffirchtrt c#nttr*d an 
th* new computtr ttchnology with barely a nodding 
glance to the aoftvtrf priaantad via th* computar. 
By ignoring the contribution of th* instructionai 
ioft^*ri, rtaiirchera largely overlooked th* 
raaaarch conclusion* iviilablt on instructional 
methodology, motivation and laarnlng that had b**n 
investigated by rtaatrchara intant on dftaraining 
th* b**t and moat efficient m*ana at presenting 
matarlal to *nhanca laarnlng.
Clark (1963) after r*vi*vlng th* rtaaarch on 
laarnlng from ntdla atataa that,'th* madia a n  
d*iiv*ry vehicle* for inatructlon end do not 
directly lnllutnc* learning...[but] th* 
determination of nacaaaary condition* i* a 
fruitful approach whan analyzing all Instructional 
probl*ma, and it la th* foundation of all 
instructional thaorlaa' (p, 433>. He cautions 
against furth*r research batwsan madia and 
l*arnlng unless it focuses on the necessary 
characteristics of instructional methods and other 
variables such as th* task, learner aptitude, and 
attributions which detail levels of difficulty, 
entertainment valu*r or enjoyment.
9Although th* t*ach*r'a rol* 1b r»duc»d in th* 
actual pr*s*ntation of mat*ri*l in CAI, It is 
r*a*onabl* to prtauitt that th* prlnclplaa of 
laarnlng found to aflact instruction in th* 
classroom may *1*0 apply to th* prsssntiticn of 
mstsrlal on th* comput*r. In othsr words, CAI may 
not b* all good or all bad vh*n instruction 1* 
con*id*r*d. Th*r* art still ■ many qusttions to 
b* answtrtd conctrning sp*cilic vtrisblti 
affacting an Individual'* ability to bsnslit iron 
CAI. Th*aa qu**tlona now includ* an investigation 
on th* afiioacy of specific anftwar* rithsr than 
merely th* m*dla of th* prsssntatlon, much sa th* 
•ducatlonal methodology of th* classroom tsachtr 
has b**n inv**trgat*d for decadea. Th* lack □£ 
validated softwar* la on* of th* most eerlou* 
limitation* in th* u*« of CAI (Pogrov, 1983; 
B*nd*raon, 1985). B*nd*r*on (1985) atatss, 'Th* 
magnitude of th* softvar* problem, a* perceived by 
EPIE [Educational Product* Information Exchang*!, 
is r*fl*ot*d in figur*a cltsd by Kromoski in th* 
D*o*mb*r 9, 1984, Haw York Tim**. Coimsntlng an
an sviluation that ha* now covsrsd 600 pl*c*s of 
sducatlonal aoftvar*, Komoakt aaya, About 5 
percent of what w* examined ia firat-rat*, and 
about a quartar of what w* have found meet*
10
minimal tttndirdt, Tha rt«t la prftty
dvprtaalrig pedestrian, a m p l e  to do, and easy to
product. School* irt paying *50 for what th*y 
could have gotten in a workbook'" (p. IB), Ov*r 
and ov*r again i* atatad th* iddigv, ‘evaluate -- 
evaluate -- evaluate* (Tthar, 1982) when aoftvar* 
la b*lng conaid*r*d.
T h t o r « t l c a l  R a t i o n a l *
Th* us* of th* computer in lnftruction haa a 
number of advantag** ov*r traditional method* 
<Zl*ntara, 1984). It can provide immadlat* 
poaltlv* feedback. It can indiv1dualize 
imtructian to specific natda m c h  a* providing 
additional probi*** or example* when n**d*d or 
eliminating material if m**t»ry la evident. It 
give* conatant attention, cannot be dletracted 
from it* purpose, doea not become moody and haa 
th* capability of incorporating in leeaona many 
media device* in an efficient manner that la not 
easily replicated in th* classroom (Lepper and 
Malone, 1984), All of theae things relate to an 
increase m  intrinsic motivation. Lepp*r and 
Malone <1964> atate, ’Our hop* i« to illustrate
11
th* vtlut of using co»put*r-b««»d lttrning as a 
laboratory for reviving classic issues In 
educational and social psychology and for 
examining those lssuea in a manner that highlights 
both their considerable theoretical significance 
and their immediate social importsnce* <p.1 >■
The purpose of this study is to determine 
what effect intrinsic motivation in software 
programs, using graphics and non-graph lea, has on 
the achievement, attitudes, attendance and 
depth-of-involvement In underachieving students. 
"The computer provides a common context In which 
th* concepts and principles developed within 
several historically distinct research traditions 
can be systematically studied* <Lepper and Kalone, 
1364, p.3). The principles serving as a basis for 
the theoretical construct on which this experiment 
is based come from the classic debate on the 
approaches to intrinsic motivation. One group of 
theorists sees humans as problem solvers who are 
motivated by challenge, competence, affectance, or 
mastery motivation (Bandura and Schunk, 1961; 
Lepper and Craene, 1976; Weiner, 1960>. A second 
group approaches humans as information processors 
influenced by curiosity, incongruity and
12
discrepancy <Kagan, 1972). A third group portray* 
humans as voluntary actors who must ptrcaiv* 
control over their environment and have 
aalf-determination (Cendry, 1977; Dtci, 1973,
1981). But in addition to thaa*, Lappar and 
halon# <19B4i atata computers add a factor 
themeelv«a--that of fantasy involvement in th* 
form of story plots, sound affect* and other 
technical device*. The research issue than 
revolves around many provocative questions, When 
is learning bast? When it la active or passive? 
When it l* self - directed or externally controlled? 
When it is Inductive or didactic? Do v* have to 
trade off efficiency in learning to achieve depth 
of learning? To answer sose of these questions we 
must look at specific approaches to computer-based 
instruction exemplified in educational software. 
For example, how do math programs with minimal or 
no use of graphics compare vlth more active 
fantasy enriched math programs utilizing 
endogenous and exogenous graphics on th* math 
achievement, attitudes, attendance and 
depth-of-involvement of underachieving elementary 
students?
With much attention given to computers in 
the last decade, the question 'What does the 
research say?" should give a straight forward 
simple answer but instead is deceptively complex, 
"In general the answer is not nearly as much as it 
can, will and already should have' < Bracey,
1962a). This then is one of the basic problems, 
the establishment of a pool of research going 
beyond the concept of the effectiveness of 
computers in education to define the parameters 
within which specific types of computer 
instruction are effective and with whom. The 
question to be researched in this study is, 'What 
effect does intrinsic motivation in software 
programs have on th# achievement, attitudes, 
attendance and depth of involvement of 
underachieving students?”
General Hypothesis
This is a comparative study and evaluation of 
contrasting philosophies of education embodied in
14
various current approaches to the design of 
educational software for children. The study via 
done through an analysis of the educational 
efficacy of specific software programs used on 
microcomputers, These programs were used 
Individually or in groups of two by elementary age 
alternative education students over the period of 
a semester of 16 weeks. They were used a minimum 
of 20 minutes 3 times per week in the subject area 
of math as measured hy the hath Computation 
aubtest of the Stanford Achievement Test. It was 
expected that students using CAI with graphics 
would:
1. j Demonstrate an increase in math 
achievement;
2.) Show Increased motivation towards 
school by Improved school attendance;
3. > Show improved school attitudes as 
measured on an attitude survey;
4. > Show an increased depth-of-involvement 
over those students using CAI with minimal or no 
graphics as well as over the control group.
15
Definition of Ttrai
The following term# were used m  the study:
Achievement la defined it that measure of academic 
accomplishment demonstrated by the grade 
equivalent score on a standardized achievement 
test.
Alternative education students participate in the 
Alternative Education program and have met the 
criteria of having failed a grade level three or 
more times, are assigned in grades 1-5, and who 
have not failed due to absenteeism or qualified 
for special education.
Computer Asaleted Instruction (CA1>/
Computer-Baaed Instruction ICBI) refers to 
educational instruction in academic subjects 
presented to the student by the computer through 
the use of specifically designed software 
programs.
Depth-of - Involvement la defined as the degree of 
cognitive involvement a student may have with an 
activity. It may influence how information is
1G
proctaatd and vhtttitr that Knowledge can l«t#r b* 
rtMinbirtd or used.
Endoqtnom or lntrlmlc graphics r«l*ri to th*
visual Material that la directly ralatad to tha
meaning and content of the miteritl preaentad.
Exoganoua or extraneoua graphlca relera to th* 
visual mat a n a l  that la not incorporated into the 
meaning of th* content material but is auperfluoua
to 11.
Sample1 and Data Gathering Procedure 2
Data for the experiment war* gathered through 
the use of a standardized group measure of 
academic achievement in th* area of math
computational skills to measure the effect of the
treatment on math achievement. It was 
administered at the beginning of the experiment as 
a pretest and the same measure was administered at 
th* end of th* treatment period to determine th* 
gain in grade equivalent scores. Increased 
motivation through school attendance vaa 
determined throu gh documentation of attendance in 
school records. An attitude survey was
17
administered on a pre-post basis to dttarnlnt 
chang** in attitude among th* group*. Depth-of- 
Involvtstnt vii ntiaund through r*t*d 
observation* and exit intirvltvi after no l#*a 
than five ■■■•loni with th* computer for aach 
group.
Four microcomputer station* with appropriate 
peripheral* were required for the study to be 
completed. Education softvar* exesplifying the 
types of softvar* design to be studied and dealing 
with developmental math skill* on a first through 
fifth grade level were alec required. Student* 
were exposed to a mlnlsun of 20 minutes of CAI a 
minimum of three time* a week for a period of one 
semester of 18 weeks.
Limitation*
Since the Intent of almost all 
experimentation is to establish that th* 
experimental treatment did or did not make a 
difference and to be able to generalize findings, 
it was necessary to consider those threats to 
internal and external validity which may limit the 
scops of the results of this particular study,
IS
Th* selection of th* research davign was critictl 
if th* ld*«l of both strong internal and external 
validity vif to b* r*allz*d. Thla 1* particularly 
tru* for tducttion r*a*arch a* generalization for 
ua* m  th* fi*ld la th* generally r#cogniz*d goal 
(Canbcil and Stanley, 1963).
Th* Honequivalent Control Group Design v »  
selected in order to minimize threat* to internal 
validity and because true randomization of th* 
papulation sample was not feasible- Assignment of 
classes to participate in the experunental, or 
alternate treatment was randomly selected.
However, in using this design the main threats to 
internal validity of maturation, history and 
testing v*r* controlled. Hatching between 
experimental, alternate treatment and control 
groups was not considered in order to minimize 
regression effects. This was also tru* of 
limiting th# population pool only to students in 
the alternative education program. This precluded 
normal students as a control who would necessarily 
have much stronger academic achsivement as a 
baseline, thus being subject to greater regression 
effects. Hatching groups would also have been
19
difficult with th* limited pool that vaa available 
in th* alternative education group.
On* thr*et to internal validity that vti not 
controlled in th* e*l*cted design wae that of 
aelaction - maturition. It wae expected that there 
would b* growth in the control group acorea due to 
maturation and other factor* other than th* 
experimental treatment. Thla aane growth could 
alao be reaeonably expected within the 
experimental and alternate treatment group*, 
keeping thla problem to a minimum. The validity 
and reliability of instrumentation wae also of 
concern with th* ehort duration of the treatment.
□ne limitation in the atudy was the 
instrumentation. The need to uee level* of math 
achievement testa appropriate to th* instructlonal 
level cf the student vaa of concern. Thie 
necessitated the use of three levels of the 
Stanford Achievement Test, Nath Computation 
aubteet. Primary 1, 2 and 3. Although much of the
content material on the different levels 
overlapped, there were aone differences. Thaae 
differences are indicated on Table 1.0. Then, in 
order to have a standard score that could be 
equated across the levels according to the nor*
I!
**
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tables, all raw icorvi vara convtrtvd to grad* 
•qulvaiants. Students vara jiven the laval
taat thay had tikan for the prataat as tha 
poattaat.
□na further threat to intarnal validity could 
havt been tha effect of apaclflc fvanta in hlatory 
on ona group without a •lmllltr affact on another 
group. Thaaa avanti too should hava baan minimal 
within tha somewhat controllad aattlng of tha 
school environment but tha poaalbility could not 
ba allminatad antlrtly.
An araa found to ba of conaldarabla concern 
in tha pilot project waa tha iaaua of mortality 
bacauaa of tha ganaral natura of tha population of 
atudanta in tha pool. Thara vaa a large dropout 
rata ovar tha Ilfs of tha study dua to studanta 
moving, withdrawing from school or otharviaa no 
longar participating in tha project. Baoausa no 
attampt at matching waa madt and thara vaa no 
opportunity for self-selection into tha study, it 
was axpactad that naithar tha control, 
experimental, or altarnata treatment group would 
ba any more likaly to axparianca graatar 
mortality. However, bacauaa of tha motivation
22
afiacta tafloclattd with conputvr uaa and tha 
dlf/araneaa in tha ao/twara packagaa to ba taatad, 
it waa difficult to datarmina prior to tha outcoat 
if what warn prtauntd aort motivating in ■cftwtrt 
would p r o w  to ba tru* and tharafora influanca 
dropout rataa aa wall aa tha othar varlablaa 
maaaurad in tha atudy.
Tha axtarnal validity of tha atudy alao 
ancompaaaad thraata which wart of concarn. Tha 
flrat waa that of population validity. Sinca tha 
atudy uaad atudanta who wara claarly idantlfiad aa 
undarachlavara, raaulta would only ba 
ganaralizabla to that typa of atudant, Although 
It would hava baan aqually intaraating ta axplort 
tha affact of dlffarant aoftvara approachaa to 
inatructlon with ragultr and giftad atudanta, that 
waa bayond tha acopa of thla particular projact.
In addition, whan at tampting to ganarallza to 
othar undarachlaving group* it would ba nacaaaary 
to know tha apaciflc characterlatlca uaad to 
datina tha population aa undarachiavara in order 
to maka valid comparlaons, Tha altarnatlva 
education atudanta in thla caaa wara tha 
exparimantally acoaaaibla undarachiavara. Bacauaa 
tha aampla includad thia entire population within
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on* school system, statistical inl»r*nc# to oth*r 
und>rtchi*vtra In this system meeting th* same 
c r l t a r n  should be valid. Hoyiv*r, if gvncrallztd 
to *11 undtrtchiavtr* in th* country r*gardl*a> of 
••ltction cnttrli, rvsulta would b* much mor*
■ purlou*.
Bacauit thla study dealt with only * small 
portion of th* posslbl* software dtfllgnt for 
instruction such ss thos* using graphics vtrsus 
thos* which did not, it is also extremely 
Important in generalizing to b* sp*cl£lc in th* 
typ* of program design for which th* rviulta 
apply.
Although th* us* of computers 1* still nsv in 
th* aducation tatting, it was expected that th*r* 
would b* llttl* 'Hawthorn* Effact'. Clark (1983> 
defined th* novelty *ff*ct a* 'th* increased 
effort and attention research subjects tend to 
give to media that are novel to them" (p. 449).
H* stated that this sometimes results in increased 
effort or persistence yielding achievement gains 
which tend to diminish as students become more 
familiar with the medium. He cited the case 
i Kuilk, Bangert, and Williams, LSQ3> where th* 
effect size dissipated significantly in the longer
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duration itudltf lasting sight waska or mor*. To 
account far thla, all altarnativa education 
atudanta vara axpoasd to computars and conputtr 
tialitad inatruction in a pilot program for a full 
aamaatar prior to Initiation of thla atudy. In 
addition, thla atudy waa conduettd ovar a full 
aamaatar conslating of Id vaaka to raduca tha 
probability of novalty tlftcta, Navarthalaaa, it 
fflUft ba nottd that thia duration la a rslativaly 
abort pariod of tima ovar which to lneraaaa 
acadtnlc growth eonaidaring tha limitad 
aanaltlvlty of tha tasting inatrumant and tha 
undarachlavamant of tha atudanta.
Sinca CAI and prt-poat taatlng haa baan 
gsnsraily routlna du* to tha pilot projact and to 
raqulrtd atandardlzad taatlng in tha schools for 
othar purpoats, only tha natura of tha aoftwara 
waa diffarant. Ho disruption of normal routlnas 
waa invoivad and no atudanta wara awara of tha 
axparlmantal natura of tha atudy.
Sinca tha atudy oparatad aa a part of math 
instruction, It la sxpactsd that accaptanca of CAI 
in ganaral will ba vary poaltiva with tha 
instructor. Bracay i1982a) auggaata that those 
with a math background look much mora favorably on
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working with computers in the cliitroon and 
frequently ire initiators of CAI. Th*rtfor*r if 
any teacher effects ere biasing, It would ba in a 
positive direction and hava tqual opportunity to 
lnlluinct tha sxpsnnantal, alternate treatment, 
and control group. Clark (1963) atttta that thara 
la tvldanct that whan studies concerning learning 
and wadla are subjected to meta-analysis, 
confusion between tha medium and tha method often 
shows up. He states that the positive effect for 
medium more or leas disappears when the same 
instructor produces all treatments- For this 
reason an effort was sada to have the same teacher 
instruct tha students comprising both the 
experimental and alternate treatment groups. 
Because of the constraints of the natural setting, 
this waa not possible with the control group. In 
lieu of using the same teacher, students in tha 
control group were divided among three different 
teachers. In this manner the strength of the 
affects of content or methodology of any one of 
tha Instructors would be minimized-
In measuring the dependent variable of math 
achievement, there was the difficulty that the 
curricular content of the achievement test and the
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Instructional softvar* way not b* congruant in all 
rtspacta, How*v#r, bacauaa of th# specificity of 
□bjtctlvta in th# math curriculum, it la far aora 
llkvly In thla subject iraa than in any othar that 
th# lnatrumntation maiaurad th# skilla taught if 
th# instruction waa affactlva. An analyala of 
th* contant iraa t*#t#d matchad against th# 
apsclfic skllla taught by individual aaftvara 
programs la presented In Tabl# 1.0.
To facilltat# accurate execution of th# atudy 
at th* origination of th* project, teachers 
received inservlce concerning eoftvare, operation 
of th# hardwire, and instructional programming 
with Computer Assisted Instruction ovar th# parlod 
of live days during a aeieeter, Prior to th* 
pilot project, instructions on satting up and 
operating computer stations v#r* reviewed,
Teacher* did not us# any other madia or visual 
materials in thair classroom instruction with th# 
exception of th# usual atudent vorkaheets.
On-going consultation and aeclstanc# was provided 
throughout th# pilot project and study. A total 
of fifteen visitations w e n  mad*. Observation* 
took plac* over a total of four days during th# 
pilot and aix daya during tha study.
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It via considered difficult to avpinti out 
the effect of computer instruction In math 
•enlevement gaini over classroom instruction due 
to the supplemental nature of the CAI 
investigated- Individuals continued to be exposed 
to math skills In the regular curriculum. Looking 
at the regression effects with pr* and 
posttesting, end the use of a control group were 
the best methods for minimizing this problem.
More specific recognition of the types of students 
Involved In this particular alternative education 
program accounting for such things as 
socioeconomic level, past attendance history, and 
general Intellectual ability may all prove 
limitations to the extent of generalizability 
possible.
Ethical Considerations
Because of ethical considerations, students 
participating as part of the alternate treatment 
or control group vill be given the same 
opportunity to use the experimental group CAI 
software after the posttest is administered. 
Assignment of individual students into the
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expertmvnttl, ilttroat* traitflitnt or control group 
could not be completely rtndomiztd dut to the 
linltitlam of scheduling although assignment of 
th* typ* of aoltvar* to groups one# assigned vae 
randonlzfd. All students assigned to a class 
period vere selected as the experimental, 
alternate treatment or control subject by academic 
period. For reporting purposes all students vere 
identified by their student code number- Class 
periods vere randomly assigned to groups.
CHAPTER II
Tha thvorftlcal bmaia of this study o w n  much 
to th* clasalc work of Thorndlkf and Skmnar on 
conditioning, Thorndikt * third law of itarnmg 
("Law of Bfitct') ttataa, ’Corract aovtatnt* of an 
organism tand to ba atampad in by tha aatisfaction 
of auccaaa and lncorract onaa aradicatad by tha 
dissatisfaction of failura (Thorndlka'a othar two 
laws of laarning vara that movamant* moat 
fraquantly and moat racantiy par1ormad tand to ba 
rapaatad. )* IBovan and Hobson, 1974, p- 235). 
Skinnar'a thaoratloai aapacta aroaa out of an 
axpsrlmsntal basla to propoaa "oparant* 
conditioning. An animal opsrata* on its 
anvlronmsnt to racalva what It wants. Tha action 
Is lnltlatad by th* animal not allcltad from it as 
In classical conditioning. Skinnar found that It 
vaa possibla to gat virtually complata control 
ovar animal* such as rats or pldgaona by changing 
conditions unbar vhich thay act.
Skinnar'* work avolvad into tha 
■ ti mill us -r aspona* <S-R> thaory of motivation.
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According to th* S-R theory, a child da** not have 
to want to learn something in ord*r to l « r n  it, 
but h* do** have to vint th* reward provld*d lor 
learning, Thi* n w i r d  1* termed r#inlorc»fli*nt. 
Reinforcement to b* effective muit b* immediate. 
When r*lnfnrctm*nt 1* applied to inttruction, th* 
■tudent vork* at hi* own rat* in a n i l  tnough 
•t*p* to male* reinforcement vary likely. Undfr 
th*** condition* research *how*d l*arnlng to b* 
highly *lllcl*nt in t«rm« of retention fSklnntr,
196fl ),
A* *ariy a* 1954, Skinn*r u**d th* caneaptl 
h* developed in op*rant conditioning to propose 
th* d*v*lop**nt of t*achlng ftchinta in hi* 1954 
artlcl*, 'Th* Science of Learning and th* Art of 
Teaching'. Thla artlcl* va* later included ■* a 
chapter in hi* book 1966 Th* Technology of 
Teaching. . H* wrote, 'Th* *lmpl* fact i* that, a* 
a m*r* reinforcing mechanism, th* teacher 1* out 
of date. This would b* true even if a single 
teacher devoted all her time to a single child, 
but her inadequacy i* multiplied manyfold when she 
must serve a* a reinforcing device to many 
children at once. If th* teach*r i* to take 
advantage of recent advance* in the study af 
learning, she must have th* help of mechanical
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devices” (Skinner, 19&B, p- 22), This work was 
very influential in the subsequent proliferation 
of programmed learning. Even at thia time in 
history, he cautioned that the program does the 
teaching not the machine. In hie later book 
Beyond Freedom and Dignity, Skinner (1971) further 
explored the conflict between technology and 
natura1 ism.
Premack was greatly influenced by Skinner 
when he proposed a notion of reward that he 
thought ueefui in school situations (Bowen and 
Hobson, 1974). Premack expanded the concept of 
reinforcement proposed by Skinner. Premack 
believed a reward was anything someone liked 
doing. The use of behavior aodlficatiorv 
techniques in education exphasized the concept of 
using anything that appeals to the student as a 
reward.
Aspects of software programs salient to this 
study can also be traced back to other educational 
theorists. The ability to exert control aver the 
learning situation may also Influence learning. 
Kelli, a reformer in the progressive education 
movement, was concerned about the freedom of the 
child. He followed up on the philosophy of
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Rouflttiu in th* 18th ctntury and D*v*y in th*
19th. Nalll f*lt that *th# child iu«t navar b* 
co*p*ll*d to l»arn. . . [but] a**k learning only on 
th* baaic of hia own lnnmr n**da and drivaa" 
iBovan and Hobaon, 1974, p. 310).
P*t*r* uaad th* tachnlqu* of analytic 
phlloaophy to 'h*lp clarify many baalc concapta in 
tducatlon; concapta lika aducatlon itaaif, aa vail 
aa thoa* of taaching, training, indoctrinating and 
conditioning. A pr*cia* undaratanding of thaaa la 
ntcnairy vhvtavar *duc«tlcnal thaory on* adopta"
< Bovtn and Hobaon, 1974, p. 348). P*t#ra bali*vad 
that vducatlon ahould h*v» intnnaic valu* not 
itartly b* tha m i n i  to an and. H* advancad a 
phllaaophical via* of aducatlon in which ha 
•ndtivortd to raaolv* tha conflict batvaan 
traditionallam and prograaaivign by craatlng a 
middl*-of-tha-road vlav of aducatlon. In hia 
phlloaophy, aducatlon bacam* initiation, an 
intrinsic valu* with uaaful by-product*. It waa 
nactfnry to gat tha pupil to car* about what la 
worthwhile In a way that involvaa awaranaa* and 
volunttrlneaa on hia part. Educatad la not etaraly 
trained.
Retire hinatlf auma up hia ovarall approach
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to tducitlon:
... in tducation theory my position 1* 
essentially a synthetic mlddle~of-the-road 
position. I attempt to draw out what la of 
value both in the traditional formal 
education and in the child-centered revolt 
against it. To reconcile emphasis on the 
individual with the essentially social 
character of education, to see the value of 
authority while remaining fundamentally 
antagonistic to it, to defend freedom while 
stressing the necessity for constraints when 
dealing with children, to maintain that some 
pursuits are sore worthwhile than others 
while, at the same time, stressing importance 
of individual choice and individual 
Interests. Anyone who takes such a position 
is likely to be attacked both by 
traditionalists and by progesaivee
 nowadays probably more by progressives;
for, being more recent phenomenon, they find 
it difficult to accept the role of an 
antithesis in a developing dialectic. And, 
of course, texts can always be quoted to 
support either type of attack. This is 
something that anyone who tries to reconcile
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opposites muat learn to live with; for th* 
opposing v o i c h  con* not just front out*id* 
but from within himself. <Bowen and Hobson, 
1974)
Threads of nniriy all of th* major historical 
philosophise of education become entwined in th* 
current study of th* programming of educational 
software to maximize learning. Skinner designed e 
teaching machine based on same of hie major ideas 
about behavioral psychology ae applied to 
education. These ideas were that teaching should 
incorporate individual, interactive instruction, 
and should give the student immediate feedback 
(Zientara, 1964). In a 1964 interview he 
explained that 'It was an attempt to do what the 
modern computer does. , . The main thing about 
programming la that the steps students take are so 
small that they’re right 90X of th* time"
(Zientara, 1964, p. 23).
The original 'teaching machines' of Skinner 
have become the sophisticated technological 
devices described as computer hardware and 
software yet still the maxim la: programs teach,
not machines. Software designers have used the
□ 5
basic principles of reinforcement theory end the 
capabilities of the new technology to accomplish 
new heights of individualization, immediacy, and 
consistency. Programs can be designed varying the 
degree to which the student has control over hia 
learning such aa Neill, Peters and Premack felt 
was required. Theoretically, the technology now 
exists that intrinsic motivation can be 
incorporated in ever increasing levels of 
complexity and matched to the individual 
characteristics of the student. But what we still 
cannot answer is what factors or combination of 
factors will maximize learning with computer-based 
instruction for individuals of varying 
characteristics and under what circumstances.
There la controversy in the research concerning 
whether intrinsic motivation fuels learning and if 
it does, to what degree <Lepper and Malone, 1984),
Treatment or Analytical Procedures
The basic premise for this study is to 
establish conditions in which the use of the 
computer will make it possible to study variables 
that affect intrinsic motivation in learning and
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conssquantly th*ir tvtntual inttructlonal 
*fivctivfnna. According to 
Lsppsr and Malon* (1984J:
A first thing that microcaiputtra will 
■dd to th*** classic aotivatlonil d*b*t*s, 
tharvior*, la a i*bor*tory in which varlabls* 
r*l*vsnt to *ach of th*** modal*'-v*riablsa 
th*t ln£lu*nc* challcng*, curloilty, and 
control--can b* #y*t*matically atudisd. In 
addition to thla basic laboratory function, 
hovfvar, th* microcomputer alao offer* n*w 
opportunltl** for studying intrinsic 
motivation from othar psrapactiv** as v*ll. , . 
In short, th* computar provldaa both a 
natural laboratory for studying traditional 
models of Intrinsic motivation and a m»ana of 
•xtandlng our gndaratandlng bsyond thos* 
traditional modala- tp. 5>
Th*y atat* that th* othsr parspactivsa of 
intrinsic motivation that th* computar anablsa us 
to study rncludt th* factors that influsnc* what 
can b* call*d fantasy involvement such as graphic 
character*, story plots, sound effects, and all 
othsr posaibl* tvchmoal d*vlcss that *vok* a
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playful aft, a ptraonallzation of material or 
lrivolvaaant In fantaay i Lepper and flalona, 1964).
Gn» of th* important laauva n l a t d  in 
educational computing diacuaalona la whether 
factor* enhancing Intrinaic motivation incrtaae nr 
interfere with the learning of educational 
content. Since moat achool ayatema, not 
individual atudanta, control the amount of time 
spent on a epecific subject, there has been 
relatively little interest in th* issue of 
intrinaic motivation aa it affect* time-on-taak 
for instructional work that take* place during the 
achool day. Thia lack of knowledge about the 
effect of the** technique# on the maatery of the 
content ha* led to disagreement in the literature 
( Lepper and tlalone, 1984).
Some authorities believe that the greater the 
level of arousal of the student, the more learning 
will be enhanced (Zajane, 1963). Others believe 
that heightened interest vlll channel attention 
toward the instruction for better absorption of 
the material (Easterbrook, 1939). In addition, 
■on« researchers have proposed that increased 
motivation will increase active involvement and 
depth of processing of content material (Condry
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and Chambara, 1978; C n l k  and Lockhard, 19?I ; 
influanca or ehanga tha child'a mood atitv (latn, 
Shalkar, Clark and Karp, 1976); or ioattr 
aubaaquant racall or tranafar of tha information 
through concrtta rapraaantation of abatract 
concaptp (Andaraon, 1980; Andaraon and Bowtr,
1973) , Thara ara thoaa who baiiava that tha 
addition of axtra gama-llka alamanta ara 
diatractlng and tand to impair laarning or at 
laaat maka it laaa afficlant and othara who 
baiiava that* alamanta anhanea laarning (Qhaman, 
1984; Lappar and flalona, 1984; Bowman, 1982). 
□thara quaation vhathar tha nagatlva conaaquancaa 
of auch motivating matarltl would outwaigh any 
advantagaa (Qhanian, 1984; Kulik, Bangart, and 
Williama, 1983; Edvarda, Norton, Taylor, Wtiaa, 
and Duaaaldorp, 1975)? kill claaaroom work bacoma 
dull and boring finca it la not accaapanlad by tha 
motivational dtvlcaa of tha coaputar (Bargan and 
Schalman, 1984)7 Will tha ganaral poaltlva 
attitudaa apill ovar to claaaroom actlvitlaa 
(Kulik, Bangart, and Wllliaaa, 1983; Bncay,
1982a)7 Will all typaa of atudanta banafit 
aqually (Kulik, Bangart and Williama, 1963;
J m n o n ,  Suppaa, and Walla, 1974)? Will 
motivational tachniquaa anhanea airaady abla
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students' pcrlormanct or will it provt more 
effectiv# far thos* students who do not typically 
respond veil to traditional mathods (Roblyer,
1903; Kulik, Bangart, and Williams, ]903>7
Lapper and Malone i1984> summarize tha 
factori by which motivational appeal might anhanea 
instructional value or produce detrimental affects 
in terms of instructional design principles.
(Table 2- 1 >
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Table 2. 1
EFFECTS OF HOT I VAT IONA L ERBELLISHMENTS ON 
INSTRUCTIONAL EFFECTIVENESS
Att«ntJoml Effects
Inetmetianal Tim* Principl*
Attentions! Focua Principle 
Goal Congruence Principle
Feedback Effect*
Informational Value Principle
Depth-af-Involvement Effect*
Depth-of-Analysis Principle 
Imagery Principle 
Identification Principle 
Self-Reference Principle
Control Effect*
Personal Control Principl*
Arousal Effect*
Consolidation (Optimal Arousal> Principle
Affective Effect*
positive Affect Princi pie
Multiple Channel Effect*
Multiple Representations Principle 
Multiple Contexts Principle 
Multiple Modalltie* Principle
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Each of th* factor* In Tabla 2.1 
addr****a an ar*a of motivation that can b* 
manlpulitad to influence laarning. Th* firet 
irta, Attentions! Effects, daal* with direct 
control of tha atudtnt'• attention to th* 
teak. Three different aapacte influencing 
control of thla attention ara the 
instructional time, attantionai focus and 
goal congruence. Instructional time rafer# 
to th* actual tlme-on-teak that la 
productive. Embellishment* such graphics 
may add to thla time, or they nay detract 
from it if they divert attention from th* 
critical outcome of the task. In the same 
manner the second principle, attantionai 
focus, may divert attention from pertinent 
material by such thing* a* pictures or 
animation. The third principle, goal 
congruence may also enhance or divert 
attention. It is dependent on whether the 
student'* goal coincide* with the program's 
learning goals or conflicts with th* 
instructional goal where only playing the 
game become* important to the student.
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Feedback Effect* deal with the 
informational value of the feedback given. 
Thee* effect* are dependent on the quality of 
that feedback in an activity. It can be 
positive If It adds to the etudent'e ability 
to learn or negative if It obscures the 
rnformationa1 value of the feedback.
Depth-of-Involvement refere to the level 
of cognitive involvement the atudent has with 
th* activity. Thla may affect how 
information ia proceeeed and whether it la 
retained or transferred. The firat principle 
under thie, depth-of-analysis, deals with 
methods of presenting material that encourage 
deeper processing and mental effort. The 
imagery principle suggests that the use of 
mental imagery in processing material 
enhances learning and retention. The 
identification principle suggests that the 
ability to provide th* student with a useful 
point of view from which to consider and 
organize material may enhance learning. The 
fourth principl* under self - reference, 
involves personalization of the material 
enhancing mastery.
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Th* n*xt motivational embellishment is 
Control Effects. A* has been prtvioualy 
dlacuaaid, control involvaa tha ability of 
tha student to determine elements of tha 
laarning proctaa. Tha principle vindar this, 
ptraonal control, may affact laarning to tha 
extant tha learner la permitted to uie hia 
own dlicration to datarmina critical or 
lncidvntil upecta of tha laarning process.
Arouaal Effects ara concerned with tha 
level of atudant involvement in tha proceta. 
Tha oonaolidation (or optimal arousal) 
principle would suggtat that tha level of 
arouaal must ba tailored to tha ataga of 
laarning for optimal parformanc*. It may aid 
in tha consolidation of laarning but disrupt 
initial acquisition.
Affective Effacts refer to tha atudant'a 
affective state. Tha positive affact 
principl* predicts that if this affect is 
positive, than laarning will ba enhanced 
positively>
Tha last area of motivational 
embellishments on instructional effectiveness
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detailed by Lvpprr and Malone (1984) is that 
of Multiple Channels. This deals with the 
proceeding of the same information from 
multiple sources or perepectlvee■ This may
enable individual atudanta to use the channel 
heat suited to their own learning style. The 
multiple representations principle suggests 
that the combination of several instructional 
approaches may enhance learning. In the same 
manner, learning may be enhanced vhen the 
material la applied to a variety of contexts, 
aa represented by the multiple contexts 
principle. Learning may also be enhanced 
vhen material is presented across modalities 
simultaneously, indicated by the multiple 
modalities principle.
It would appear on the surface that 
educational software would be designed to 
adhere to the principles of learning that 
enhance intrinsic motivation. However, 
reviewers of educational software have 
criticized most available commercial programs 
as inadequate iOhinltn, 1984; Zientara, 1984; 
Bergen and Schaiman, 1984; Cohen, 1983;
Walker and Sherman, 1903; Bncey, 1982b).
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Sine* thtrc art potantial trada-offs 
bttvttn afflclancy, (with th* llkalihood of 
morv ahort t*ri rtttntionJ and dapth-of- 
Itarniao, <for undtratanding and long t*ra 
mtfloryi that axiat in currtnt tducational 
■oftwart, tha rtaaarch quastion to ba 
■ nivtrrd rttnaina what motivational factors 
maximlza th# inttndtd laarning and for whom?
□n* arta in naad of study it tha 
motivational ambal1ishmant of andoganou* and 
axoganoua graphics and Its affact on 
Instructional #ffact 1 van*#* In achl#vam#nt 
and attituda. Of court* studant achlavasant 
may ba affactad by many factors, such as tha 
attantionai affacts of avallabla 
Instructional tima on tha actual prasantatlon 
of contant, tha attantionai focus on th* 
contsnt to b# learnad of tha individual as 
lnfluancad by tha graphics or by tha goal 
congruanc* datvaan tha prasantatlon format of 
th# program and th# acquisition of tha actual 
contsnt.
Fvadback affacts may also influanca math 
•chisvamant acorts aa tha informational valua 
of tha malarial is anhancad or obacurad in
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ralation to tha graphical ambal1lahmanta 
uaad. Arouail affacta may aid or inhibit 
canaolldition dua to th* varianca In tha 
atudant'a currant atag* of ltirnlng.
Dapt h-of - 1 nvolvamant affacta can ba maaaurad 
more dlractly through tha uaa of rittd 
obaarvatlona and axlt lntarviava.
Information concarnlng tha dapth-of-ana 1yill 
can ba datarminad by cognitiva angaganant; 
tha mantai lmagary uaad for procaaalng of tha 
information; tha uaa of ldantification in 
providing a point-of-via* from which to 
organlza and conaldar information; and tha 
uaa of paraonailzation in aalf-rafaranclng to 
promota prncaNing.
It ia axpactad that tha uaa of graphica 
will influanca affactlva affacta in a 
poiltlva diraction and that thia will ba 
dlractly maaaurabla by th# attltuda iurvay, 
hultlpla channala affacta may influanca all 
of tha araaa undvr conaldaration aa it 
parmita tha opportunity for tha atudant to 
utlliza hit baat channal for procaaalng 
information on a lavai. A variaty of 
repraaantatxona, contvxtt and modtlitiaa as
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indicated by multiple channel effect* should 
enhance the student's chance for encountering 
at leaet on# mean* of understanding and 
absorbing the material presented, if not many 
( Lepper and Helene, 1984 > .
Empirical Evidence
The research that doea exist tends to 
study the effects of computers in a global 
manner on achievement, affective/ 
motivational factors and social factors. The 
introduction of CAI, not any of the 
programming features of th* software 
utilized, becomes the only independent 
variable. There have been a number of 
studies dealing with underachieving students 
which generally indicate that CAI is 
ef f ect.i v».
Jamison, Suppes, and Wells <1974) 
concluded that computer-based teaching, when 
used as a supplement to regular instruction 
at the elementary level, improved achievement 
for disadvantaged students. At higher levels 
It was found to be at least as effective as
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regular instruction but could also «chj*ve 
the sans rn u l t  In 1m s  tlm*. Kullck,
Bangert, and Williams (1963) completed a 
msta-analysis of 51 ssparsta rt***rch atudita 
completed between 1968 and 1979 on students 
in ilxth grads or ibovt, Thsy found that in 
almost all casts studsnts vith CAI scored 
better on testa than thsy would havs without 
It- Ths analysis showed that computer-based 
teaching raised students' scores on final 
exams from the 50th to the 63rd percentile- 
Kullk, Bangert, and Williams (1983> vers able 
to make a number of other conclusions from 
their analysis- They found that none of the 
features and outcomes they investigated could 
be considered clearly statistically 
significant with the number of studies 
available- They found positive effects on 
follow-up testing in four out of five studies 
but none of these retention effects was large 
enough to be considered statistically 
significant. Very positive attitudes were 
found on the part of students towards the 
computer in four cut of four studies, and 
towards the course they were taking in eight 
out of ten studies but of these only three
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w#r* etatiatically reliable. Th* computer 
rtductd th* mount of tlmt needed for 
learning in two itudim. Th*y stated, 'Th* 
*ff*ct* of coinput*r-based teaching seemed 
especially clear in studies of diaidvintigid 
and low aptitude itudtntt, for example, 
vhtrtaa effect* appeared to b* much smaller 
in a t udlM of tal*nt*d students” (Kulik, 
Bangert, and William*, 1983, p. 26).
Th* Educational Testing Service 
conducted a otudy in collaboration vith th* 
Lo# Angeles Unifl*d School Diatrict. Results 
of thl* study *1*0 ahow*d very positive 
outcom** IRagoata, Holland, Jamison, 1962). 
“ETS found that in mathematioa, childr*n who 
had acctaa to th* comput*r for only 10 
minut** a day scored significantly higher 
than tho** who did not hav* auch acctaa. 
Twenty minutta a day doubled th* gain and aa 
th* study pragr****d, ETS found that th* 
children increased th*** gain* over thorn* 
with no tcciaa f Bracay, 1982b, p. 52). Thl* 
■tudy focused on CAI in compensatory 
educat ion.
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Roblyer (1985) wrltta in her book 
Htiiurlng the Impact of Computer* in 
Inftruetlon. *Dn» of th* gr*at uninavtrtd 
qutatlona in tducatlon l*: 'How much do
computer# actually uprova Initructlonal 
method* and, conatquantly, atudtnt 
*chaav*«*nt?’■ (p. 5) In her book *he
nvitvi th* rtiulta ol raatirch to data, both 
before mvta-analyaii and using mata-analyfli 
to iddrtaa commonly held aaauaptlona in 
computer a # * l * t * d  lnatructlnn. Hov*v*r, *h* 
■tat** that aubatantlally mor* data la 
n**d*d. Roblyer summarized flv* ravlava of 
rtfvarcK from 1973 to 1980 prior to th* 
introduction ol th* m*ta-analyaia tachnlqu*
! Table 2,2, firat five Hated). Although 
difference* In mmthoda and focuaaa mad* it 
difficult to summarize, ah* atatad that In 
gantral thaa* atuditi supported th* following 
concluaiona:
--Larger gaina with comput*r traatmanta 
eeem to occur more frequently at 
*l*m*ntary level* than at higher level*.
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'-Equal ■chltvf**nt balwttn 
comput*r-b*Md and non-computer 
tr>«tm«nta trt tha moat prtvilint 
flnding.
--Suppl*m*nt*l-CAI sa*»* to m u l t  in 
g m t i r  gain* morf Irtqutntly than 
■ ubstltut*-CAl,
--Th* factor* moat poaitivaly affactad 
s**iri to ba r*ductiDfi in lvtrnlng tint 
and attituda* toward instruction and 
computara. (p. 11)
Daaplta criticiam* of th* nwti-antlyala 
tachniqua, Roblyar (1965) statas that this 
proctdura, 'in instructional computing should 
b* asan aa a powarful addition to -- rithtr 
than a raplacamant for - - prtvioua raviava 
and futura rtaaarch in th* araap (p. 14),
Sha a u m i n z t a  a*van mata-analysls raviava of 
ratttrch from 1580 to 1583 (Tabl# 2.2, laat 
aavan 1iatad ) ,
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Table 2.2
SUrtllARY OF 12 REVIEWS OF RESEARCH OK 
INSTRUCTIONAL COMPUTING
Author(aJ Year Focua Review Method
Bass 1972
Drill/ 
Practice
Differences
in gains
Jiniaon, 
Suppaa, Walla 1974
All
Studiee
Sign,v* non - 
sign. dlff.
Edwarda, 
at il. 1975
All
Studies
Sign. ve non - 
sign. diff.
Thomas 1979 Secondary
Sign, v* noii- 
aign. diff.
Stat* of 
Florida I960
All
Studies
Sing.va non * 
sign, diff.
Kullk 19S1 Hath Heta-analysis
Xullk, Kulik, 
Cohen 1960 College Meta - analysis
Kulik, Bangert, 
William* 1903 Secondary Meta-analysis
Kullk, Kulik, 
Bangert-Drowns 1964 Elementary Meta-analysis
Burn* & 
Bozeman 1981 Math Meta-analysis
Roblyer £ 
King 1983 Readlng Meta - analysia
Glaaa 1902 ETA Study Meta-analysis
Taken from Roblyar (1905 p. 2ET7
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In general, Roblyer <196S> aay* the 
rtiulta of mata-analyala raviava support 
result* of th* previously mentioned raviava 
with some additional information:
--Higher effect sizes seem to be a 
function of grade level, with 
achievement decreasing as grad* levels 
increase. The highest effect sizes 
appear to be found at elementary grade*.
--Computer-based instruction achieves 
consistently higher effect* than other 
instructional treatment* to which it is 
compared in experimental situations, but 
the effects usually range from small to 
moderate in magnitude.
--Supplemental computer-based 
Instruction seems to result in greater 
effects than replacement CAI.
--Computer-based treatments seem to 
result in significant reduction in 
instructional time and in more favorable 
attitudes toward computers.
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-~In rMdinfl, there are higher effects 
lor non-drill CAI which is used in 
■Dilltr group*; In math irtts, non-drill 
also *chl#v*fl higher effect* ov*r*ll» 
although younger and lower-abl1 ity 
■tudtnts seem to lvirn comptritlvely 
b*tt*r from drill and older, 
high*r-l*v#l students appear to profit 
mort from tutorial-type CAI.
--In general, mathematics artia seem to 
profit war* from comput*r-b***d 
initruction than reading/language art* 
artaa, but at th* coll*g* level, r**ult* 
indicate juit th* opposite effect.
--At l*a«t two r***arch*r* have found 
that, although computer-based method* 
usually hav* been shown to result in 
lncraactd achi*v*w*nt, *ff*ct *lz*a ar* 
often amalltr than tho** from studi** of 
other, non - computer strategies euoh a* 
instructional television cr improved 
reading/study skills.
--Th* most current reviews indicate 
better results in more recently
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published ctudi**< end with studies 
ualng CAI/CMI strategies as cppoNd to 
Bor* unstructured ’computtr tnrichmnt ■
ictlvltl»*. tp, 20)
Rablytr (19fl5) believed th* following 
g t m n l  conclusion* could b* mad* from her 
«n>lyaii. Few of th* instructional 
•ctlvitin r*port*d in th* reviews *upport*d 
tttchcr-ltM learning* In most instances 
supplemental C AI r*th*r than substitute CAI 
was found more effective. Whan CAI was 
compared with traditional classroom 
initruction, It usually resulted in greater 
effects. However, there wae not evidence 
that this held true in larger classes, and 
reduced class * 12* was generally not studied 
although Glass (1962) thought that this kind 
of research would be helpful. The belief 
that CAI aids retention had very little 
support in th* current data. Reduced 
learning time through CAI, however, seemed to 
be supported particularly at higher grad* 
levels. There was substantial evidence to 
refute equal *f f ecti ventss at all grade 
levels and all content areas. Roblyer (1965)
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states, "No>t of th* rtvitvp reported 
algnlfleantly b*tt*r results with lover 
ability ifarntri and lower grad* level 
■tudtnts, and in mathematlea aa opposed to 
raiding/language trtia' (p. 24). Finally, 
rtctnt atudita ot n*v technology and 
innovative teaching approach** give little 
support to superior uae of th* computer In 
thl* area.
Unfortunately,, aa was atated by Lepper 
and rtalon* (1983) and indicated repeatedly by 
Roblyer (1983) there are no studies available 
as yet investigating th* ua* of different 
instructional strategies incorporated in th* 
software programming rather than just tha use 
of the media of the computer.
So v* have th* beginnings of research 
indicating students can improve achievement 
with CAI especially for underachieving 
students. The area of math is veil 
established as a subject benefiting from CAI 
to achieve academic gains. This study 
proposes to take this basis of research and 
t o  define more clearly th# particular 
circumstances under which beneficial results 
are obtained.
c h a p t e r i:i
Seventy-four students were identified who met 
the criteria for admission to the alternative 
program in grades 1 through 5. Th* criteria for 
admission includes 1> students who are currently 
assigned a grade placement within grades 1-5; 2)
students who hav* been retained three or more 
times; 3) students who If tested have been found 
ineligible for special education; and, 4) students 
who have not been retained due strictly to 
absenteeism. Of the original pool of 74, there 
was a 12* mortality rate over the life of the 
study totaling 9 students, seven from the control 
group and one each from the alternate treatment 
and experimental group. Therefore, the overall n 
of the study equaled 63-
Student* selected for th* sizudy consisted of 
the entire pool of students eligible for 
alternative education in grades 1-3. Students 
were assigned to the ewper1 mental, alternate 
treatment or control group according to th* class 
period in which they were assigned to math class 
from which the computer laboratory was directed. 
All students in a period participated as an
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exper i mvnttl group, an alternate tr*itm*nt group 
or as a control group. Clti* periods vara 
randomly itilgntd aa a*parliantal, aUtrnatt 
tr*atm*nt or control.
Treatment Data Gatharinq Kathode
Students partlcipating m  thia study received 
approximately 20 minutes of supplemental math 
lnatruction praaantad through tha uaa of computer 
assisted inatructlon. Each atudant had exposure 
to tha materiel at laaat thraa timaa a v » k  aa 
parmlttsd by tha tchoal calendar. Thoaa atudanta 
participating aa part of tha alternata treatment 
group vara praaantad math skills through software 
that althar contained no graphics or graphics that 
vara not part of tha instructional lesson. No 
graphics in tha presentation of tha material tc be 
learned ware permitted. Only figures Intrinsic to 
the mathemetlc concept itself or at the and of the 
lesson ware permitted. This would include such 
things aa tha representation of a triangle when 
learning tha concept triangle.
Students participating In the experimental 
group were praaantad math skills through software
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that contained graphics that wtrt integrated into 
tha program. Thaaa program* incorporated both 
endogenous and exogenous graphics in a variety of 
ways that enhance intrinsic motivation.
Software for either group could be In a game 
format and could use instructional experiences, 
tutorial instruction, games or problem solving.
An attempt was made to match presentation of 
specific content in the same format for each 
group. The Instructional purpose of the software 
could be remediation, initial instruction, 
standard instruction or enrichment. However, no 
animation or illustrations other than that just 
mentioned was to be used with the alternate 
treatment group. The experimental group used 
software that incorporated illustrations, 
graphics, or pictorial representations throughout 
the presentation or as elaborate immediate 
feedback devices. These figures may or may not 
have been related to the actual content of the 
material presented. The criteria used to select 
software consisted of the following:
GeneralUsed in selecting both Experimental and 
Alternate Treatment software:
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-Was suitable lor uaa on tha available 
hardware,
-Content had educational value. 
-Difficulty level wee appropriate to 
audience.
-Het curricular content of math 
instruction for grades 1-3.
-Was designed for use by an individual 
or no more than 2 students at a 
tii*.
-Users could operate easily and 
Independently.
-Program was reliable in normal use.
Software for the Experimental Group
-Made use of high resolution graphics. 
-Used graphics In providing feedback. 
-May have mads use of color.
-May have made use of animation
-May have made use of a game format.
-May have made use of sound as a
relnforcer.
Software for the Alternate Treatment Group
-May have made use of a game format,
-May have made use of a sound aa a
re inforcer.
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-nay hav* ua*d t»xt or a figur* a* 
rflnforctri.
Both group* v*r* givvn th* Stanford 
Achi*v*m*nt T*#t hath Computation T**t aa a 
pr*t*at and po*tt**t to nisasur* gain* In math 
achifvrmtnt.. Stud*nta in th* study compl*t*d 
all th* math subtasts on th* Stanford 
Achi*v*m*nt T**t but only on* aubt**t daaling 
with math computation vaa ua»d for analysis, 
Thi* va* th* Th* hath Computation and 
Application aubt**t on Primary L*v*l 1, and 
th* hath Computation aubtvat on Primary 
l*v*i* 2 and Studant* compl*t*d th*
approprlat* t**t l*v*l for th*ir ***ign*d 
grad*. Form £ ol th* t**t on all l*v*l* va* 
givtn a* both th* pr*t*at and po*tt**t. 
Studsnt* took th* «*m* l*v*l t*#t for both 
th* pr*t**t and po*tta*t. Thi* hath 
Computation *uht»*t vaa **l*ct*d for analy*i* 
btcaua* it moat diractly m*a*ur*d th* *kill* 
b * m g  taught m  th* classroom and in th* 
aoftvar* program*. B*cau*» of th* n*c***ity 
of using thr** l*v*la of Th* Stanford 
Achi*v*m*nt T**t to nwaiur* accuritvly 
studant* computational *kill«, *cor*a v*r*
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reported as grad* aqulvtlanta. Hav acoraa 
could not be used for analyalf bvctuaa thsy 
rtpraatnttd different ltvtla of ichi*v*nnt 
on tha norma table* according to th* level of 
th* t**t taken. In order to compare acorti 
aero** level* it *ti nectaaary to flrat 
convert rav icorea to grad* equivalents.
Th* School Attitude tleaaura <SAH) 
attitude aurvey vaa administered on a 
pre-post bael* to all groups. Th* 5Ah 
Teacher’s Manual (Dolan and Enos, 1980) 
describe* this measure as a self-report 
aurvey instrument developed to provide 
evaluation of student’s affective response to 
their school experience. It vas designed as 
a measure to aid in better understanding th* 
performance of students in the school 
environment. To do this it examines their 
perceptions of themselves as competent 
learners. This measure is intended to 
provide information valuable im making 
decisions about program development, 
individual education planning, selection and 
placement of students for particular 
programs, guidance planning, and the
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development of instruction ctandirdf and 
objective*. According to th* manual,
Evan whan educators place emphasis 
on th# affective con*#qu#nc»i of 
schooling, tha lack of rigorous 
attitudinal instruments that focus on 
school life has contributed to a limited 
perspective on the evaluation of school 
outcomes- This has caused educators and 
school policy^makers to rely upon 
cognitive outcomes as the measure of the 
total Impact of the school experience on 
students for making decisions about 
curriculum and resource allocations.
□f the affective instruments that 
have been available to educators in the 
past, many have had limited application. 
Among the most serious deficiencies are:
-Lack of attention to the cognitive 
prerequisites necessary for students to 
respond to self-report items (for 
example, inappropriate reading levels).
-Failure to construct and select survey 
Items so that students do not choose
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raapunsaa simply on thair social 
daslrabl11 ty.
- Inapproprlatanssa of miiaurta for a 
»id# rang* of agta.
-Limltad support from validity itudlat. 
-Fiilur* to tddrtaa tha
multl-dimtnaional nsturs of alfsctiva 
davalopmsnt in schools.
'Failur* to intarprat a/laetiv* « n o r «  
in light of othtr indicator# of th* 
impact of schooling.
-Inapproprlata taaaaaatnt of 
intra-paraonal. non-achnal ralatad 
amotions or ittitudaa.
Tha inclusion ol tha School Attltuda 
Haaaur* ... confronts many ol thasa 
problams by incorporating racant 
tichniquaa and mathods for undaratanding 
and analyzing studanta' aflsctiva 
raponsaa to thair school fxpanancaa. 
i p. 5 )
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There are five attitude ecalee Included 
In the School Attitude Meesure. They 
include: Motivation for Schooling; Academic
Se|f-Concept--Performance fiaeed; Academic 
Self-Concept-Raterence Baeed; Student'*
Sense of Control over Performance; and 
Student'! Instructional Mastery, Scoree for 
each eubacale are reported individually for 
each ecale aa a weighted raw score. Ho 
ccmpoelte of acorea ie provided ae each ecale 
la considered distinct. For thi* reason, 
although th* students completed all of the 
scales, the Motivation for Schooling scale 
was considered to measure most directly th* 
attitudes influenced in the study. This was 
th* only scale used in the statistical 
analyst*.
Th* Motivation for Schooling scale was 
designed to measure specifically the way 
students have come to feel about their total 
school experience. It also measures how this 
can influence how hard they want to work in 
school, how highly they value school, and how 
much they want to pursue further schooling.
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Items included in th* icil*. according to th* 
manual, had to be related to tha student's:
-willingness to participate in currant 
school txptritnct b t o u n  it is 
meaningful;
-daaira to parlors compatantly in futura 
■chool experience;
-perception of tha relationship of 
currant schooling to futura naada;
-willingness to pursue futura schooling;
-perception of th# importance of school 
ralatlva to other activities;
-perception of tha viy individuals 
significant to th* student vie* tha 
student's school axparianca. (Dolan and 
Enos, 138Q, p. 8)
School attendance records were compiled 
for comparison among groups. The number of 
days present out of the total possible number 
of days of enrollment, in this case 87 days.
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was uaad MS the raw acora in tha •tatiitlctl 
analyal*.
Ratad obaarvation* vara conductad on 
vach of tha atudanta within tha laat month 
tha atudy. Thla conaiatad of a 20 mlnuta 
obifrvition in which tach atudant vat ratad 
one# aach mlnuta aa to whathar thay wara on 
taak or off tiik. Rating data wara coaplltd 
to datarmlna tha total numbar of minutaa aach 
atudant apant on task out of tha total 20 
mlnuta* poaaibla. Tha tear# of tha total 
nuibtr of mlnuta* on talk waa uaad aa tha raw 
tcort in th* atatiatlcal inalyal*.
Suit lntarvlaw* wara alao conductad with 
aach of th* atudanta participating in althar 
tha altarnata traatmant group, or tha 
BMparlmantal group to obtain qualitative 
information concarning thair axperiance with 
th* computar. Thaa* lntarviewa war* 
cornplatad immadiataly following th* atudant'a 
turn on tha computar. Th* quaatlona uaad ar* 
liatad in Appendix B,
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E v i d m c t  of Measurement Reliability and 
Validity
Th* Stanford Achiavfinant Test: 7th
Edition, Mathtmatica teat form E was used as 
th* group atandtrdiztd i«(k«urf lor th* 
pr*t*at and po*tt**t. Although th* *ntlr* 
test vaa administered, only th* Mathematics 
Computation and Applications subteat In 
Primary 1 and th* Mathematics Computation 
■ubtaat in Primary 2 and 3 v*r* uaad lor 
atatiatlcal analyaia, Th* reliability 
coefficient lor th* aubtaat Mathamatica 
Computation and Applicationa, Primary 1, Form 
E warn .SB. For th* aubt**t Mathamatica 
Computation, Primary 2, Farm E and Primary 3, 
Form E th* reliability coeflcient vs* .90.
Th* content validity of th* taat for a 
particular «cfiool ayattn can b* d*t*rmin*d 
only by a detailed examination of th* testa 
th*ms*lv*a. This vai dan* in order to match 
software with instructional objectives taught 
in th* Alternative Education Program.
Triable (1972) reviewing th* math eubtest in 
Th* Seventh Mental Measurements Yearbook 
states that after 50 years of experience
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gained in txttniivr uae, theae teat* do 
■uparbly veil what they claim to do. He alao 
■ay* that reaearchera attking a kind of 
common denominator for arithmetic program* 
throughout tha United State* will do well to 
coneider theae teat*.
The School Attitude Meaaure, a 
etandardlzed *elf-r*port aurvey lnetrument, 
waa developed to provide evaluation of 
atudenta' affective reaponae to their achool 
experience. Blai reeearch ha* ahown that the 
teat item* have been written to eliminate 
aexiam and minority biaa. The reliability 
eatimat* for internal conalatency la .91 for 
th* total teat. Validity itudiea euggeat 
atrong concurrent validity of apecific 
eubacalee with other inatrumenta that teat 
only on* aapect of affective development.
The reliability coefficient for the eubacele 
Motivation for Schooling ia .76,
Reeearch Deaign
The reaearch deaign uaed in thla atudy 
waa the generally interpretable nonequivalent
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control croup dtfign with prvtaat and 
po*tt**t.
Th* raatarch dtslgn 1* r*pr***nt*d by 
th* diagram:
0 X 0  
1 1 2
0 X 0  
1 2 2
0 0 
1 2
vharv <Q> lndicataa *n abacrvation through 
t**tlng; indlcatti th* *xp*rmtntal
tr»at«i*nt; ( X* ) indicatva th* aitarnata 
traatmant; th* d**h*d lin* indicatta that 
group* w r *  not randomly fornad; and th* 
aubacrlpta aft*r th* obatrvation through 
t**tlng indioat* th* **qu*ntlal ordtr oi 
r*cord*d obafrvation,
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Th* study took place in th* mturvl 
fchool setting. Because of this it »a* 
ntctiiiry to us* thv naturally amtinbltd 
grouping of th* classroom in dlff*r#ntlitlng 
bvt*«fn tht txptrinfntil, alttrnttv treatment 
and th* control group. Thae* classes vara 
considered relatively aihulur ainca all of 
tht students must meat th# same crlttrla to 
partlcipata in tht alternative tducttion 
program. Thay irt not to tlmilltr however, 
that ona could diapanaa with tha prataat.
Th* aaaignmant of axparlmantal, altarnat* 
traatmant or control group among tha claaaaa 
random and undar tha experimenter'a 
control. Thia design taktv uaa of tha 
control group which graatly tnhancaa Its 
generallzablllty but also acknovladgsa that 
complata randomization of subject* la net 
poaaible. This daaign controls for as many 
thraats to internal and vxtarnal validity as 
la poaaibl* undar tha givan conditions.
Tha study had a duration of ona aamaatar 
of 10 vttkt. All computar work took place 
during tha student's regular math class *a a 
part of th* normal curriculum. Students
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worked on th* conput*r individually or in 
group* at tvo. Each time they rfcord»d tha 
program uaed and tha tint txptndtd, Studanta 
were givan tha opportunity to work on thair 
aaaignad aoftware program* a minimum of 20 
mlnutea thraa time# a week,
Sinca aach claaa avaragad eight atudanta 
and claaa ptriodi were 45 minute* long, two 
groupa of atudanta wara able to work each day 
at 4 atationa during either tha ilrit or 
■tcond half of tha period. Aaelgnment to 
either aoftware with graphic* ■■ th* 
experimental group or aoftvar# without a* th# 
alternate treatment group waa on a claaevld* 
baaie. Therefor#, all atudenta during a 
period were working on the earn# typ# of 
material. Pre and poatteatlng waa dona with 
a ptandardiied group teat. The Stanford 
Achievement Teat Math Computation eubteat and 
th* School Attitude Meaaure, Motivation for 
Schooling eubteat, at th* beginning and end 
of the eemeater.
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Spaclfic Hypothaal*
Altarnatlv* *duc*tion atudtnti u*i ng a 
nucrocomputar indivldufi-ly or in group* of no 
mort thin two, at laa*t t u n t y  minutli, thra# 
t l m n  p*r vaak for on* aamaatar of IS waaks 
for «uppi*«*ntil CAI with i o f t » * n  containing 
•ndoganoua and/or vxogtnoui graphics:
1. Would incrtiM mtthioatici achiavamant 
algnificantly n o n  than atudanta uaing 
aupplsaantai CAI without graphic* maaaurad 
on tha Hath Computation subtaat of tha 
Stanford Achiavmant Taat.
2. Would improva achool attltudaa 
algnificantly mora than atudanta uaing 
aupplamantal CAI without graphic* a* maaaurad 
by th# (lotivation for Schooling aubtaat of 
tha School Attltuda Maaaura.
3. Would incraaaa school itttndancv 
significantly mora than atudant* uaing 
aupplamantal CAI without graphic* as 
indicatad by achool attandanca ricordi.
4. Would Incraaaa dapth-nf-involvamant 
significantly mora than atudant* uaing
7 A
aupplamantal CAI without graphic* a* maaaurad 
on ratad obaarvationa and axit lnt#rvi#»«.
Statlatical Analyala Frocadura*
Th* atatlatical analyala vlll u*a tha 
analyala of covarianc# for th* flrat and 
■tcpnd hypothaa*# maaaurlng achiavamant and 
attltudaa with ona rapaatad n aaaun through 
th* pra-poat taat of tha lndapandant vtrliblt 
of th* control, axparlmantal and altarnat* 
traatmant group*. Th* analyala of varlanc* 
will t>a uaad for tha third and fourth 
hypothaaaa comparing tha dapandant crlttrion 
agamat th# lndapandant vanabla of th* 
control, axparimantal and altarnat# traatmant 
group*.
Tha Multipl* Claaalfication Analyala 
Will ba uaad to rank tha atrangth of th# 
affacta of th# thra* traatmant# in aach of 
tha four hypothaaaa.
CHAPTER IV
Th* purpose of this study was to determine 
what effect intrinsic motivation In software 
programs using graphics and non-graphics has on 
th* achlsv*m*nt, attitudes, attendance and 
d*pth-of-mvolvement in underachieving students. 
Ali instruction and tasting was administered in 
the regular classroom setting by project teachers. 
Pre and postteste were collected and scored for 
hypotheses 1 and 2. Th* reeultant data were 
subjected to analyses of covariance for all groups 
using the Statistical Package for the 5oclal 
Sciences (SPSS), ANOVA with Multiple 
Classification Analysis (MCA). Attendance data 
and observation records were collected and 
compiled for hypotheses 3 and 4. The resultant 
data were subjected to analyses of variance for 
all groups using SPSS, ANOVA with MCA.
Information identifying th* time students spent on 
the computer was recorded dally by participating 
students. Qualitative data waa collected through 
individual interviews of participating students.
(Appendix 8 >
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Hypothasia Hoi
This hypothasla statas that ilttrnitivt 
education atudanta using a mlcronoiputtr 
1 ndi vldual 1 y nr in groups of no mora than two, at 
l«a*t tvsnty *inut»i, thrss tints par vttk for 
Supplamantal CAI with toftvart containing 
•ndoganoua and /or axoganous graphics would not 
incraaaa mathamatics achlavanant significantly 
nora than lika atudanta using supplamantal CAI 
without graphics and a control group as maaaurad 
on tha math computation portion of tha Stanford 
Achiavamant Tift.
Thrsa groups wars tastad in this axparlmsntai 
daaign: th# control group,, Traatmant 1, in which
thara was no CAI; tha altarnat# traatmant group, 
Traatmant 2, in which atudanta vara axpasad to CAI 
without tha usa of graphics as a part of tha 
Instruction; and tha axparlmsntai group, Traatmant 
3, In which atudanta war# axposad to CAI with 
andoganaous and axoganous graphics for at laast 20 
minutaa thra# tlmaa par waak ovar a pariod of ona 
samsstar of 18 waaks.
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Th* of studcnta uaad in this
txpsnstnt waa 65 < Table 4. 1). Of this number 62 
atudanta wara analyzed to determine math 
achievement gains. Three atudanta were removed 
from the analyala after having found spurious 
results on Initial inspection of their pre-post 
teat ecorea. The first student removed had scored 
a grade equivalent of 2.0 on the pretest and 7.5 
on the posttest. He had an overall gain of 5. 5 
years in math achievement during a 5 month period 
even though he had missed 25 days of school. He 
had only 14.1 hours on the computer when the 
average time was 18-3 hours. The second student 
removed had scored a grade equivalent of 5. 1 on 
the pretest and 0. 1 on the post test. He had an
overall loss of 5 years in math achievement during
a 5 month period. Inspection of his test booklet 
revealed that he did not complete more than the 
first few questions on the posttest. The third 
student removed had scored a grade equivalent of 
2.0 on the pretest and 6.6 on the posttest. He
had an overall gain of 6. 6 years in math
achievement during a 5 month period even though he 
had missed 44 days of school. He had only 8. 5 
hours cn the computer.
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Table 4. 1
HYPOTHESIS 1 DESCRIPTIVE DATA OF THE STUDENT 
SCORES ON THE MATH COMPUTATION SUBTEST QF THE 
STANFORD ACHIEVEMENT TEST
PRETEST POSTTEST
Treat ment
a
n Mean
Standard 
Deviat ion Mean
Standard
Deviation
Dveral1 62 4. 32 1. 62 4. 64 1. 91
Control 33 4. 71 1. 94 4. 66 2. 10
Non-Graphice 16 3. 33 1. 27 3. SI 1. 42
Graphic* 13 4. 55 I. 72 5. 49 1. 63
Hot*■ Mean*Grade Equivalent in yeara.
Numbers indicate atudent* who completed both 
preteat and poet-teat meaeuree.
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Th* total population mean (n*62) of th* 
posttest math achlfvtnitnt poor** waa a grad* 
equivalent of 4.64. Th* control group in*33) had 
a grad* aqulvalant mean of 4.66- Th* altarnat* 
trv*tm*nt group uaing non-graphic* CAI In*16) had 
a grade •quluil*nt mean of 3.91, Th* experimental 
group uaing graphic* CAI (n*13) had a grade 
equivalent mean of 3.49. Student* In th* study 
completed all th* math eubt**ta on the Stanford 
Achievement Teat but only one subtest dealing with 
math computation was used for analysis *■ thia via 
th* subtest vhoi* instructional objective* matched 
thoae of the software program* and th* regular 
math instruction. Thia waa th* Math Computation 
and Application aubteat on Primary L*v*l 1, and 
the hath Computation aubteat on Primary L*v*la 2 
and 3. Student* completed th* appropriate teat 
level for their assigned grad*. Form E of the 
test on all levels waa given as both th* pretest 
and posttest.
Th* analysis of covariance in th* Statistical 
Package for the Social Science* vas used to test 
the overall significance of the treatments used in 
dttermlning if those student* who used software 
programs in math Instruction with exogenous and
ao
andoganoua graphics did significantly1 bsttar In 
math achltvtntnt than thoa* who did not, or than 
thomm who had no CAI at all. Th# pr#t**t acorta 
•art uaad as a matric covarlitt to rtrnova 
txtrantoua variation from tha dapandvnt varlabla 
of tha poattast in ordar to incraaaa maasuramant 
pracialon. Tha covariita on tha prataat maaaura 
was found to hivt an F valua of 70,038 with .OQ01 
slgnificanc# indicating that individuals' scoraa 
on tha pratast wara highly ralatad to thair 
pasttaat scoraa ragardlass of thalr traatmant 
(Tibia 4.2).
In tha analysis of covarianca it was found that 
tha main affacts of tha traatmants, (Tabla 4.2), 
had an F viiut of 2. 737 with a slgnificanca laval 
of .072- Tharafora tha null hypothasls for tha 
traatmant affacts cannot ba rajactad.
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Tmblw 4.2
HYPOTHESIS I ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE ON THE 
POSTTEST SCORES OF THE HATH COMPUTATION SUBTE5T 
OF THE SAT - COVARIATE « PRETEST SCORES
Soure* of 
V*ri*tIon
Sum of 
Squtr** DF
H»an
Squir* F
Sign. 
of F
Cov«ri*t*
Pr*t»*t 122,247 1 122. 247 73. 038 . OOOl
M*in 
Eff*ct*
T rtitnwnt 6. 640 2 4- 320 2. 737 . 072
Ewpl*ln*d 120, 386 3 43. 629 27. 830 . OOO
Rffiidual 90. 661 38 1. 567
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Since th* statistical intlyili doe* not 
provide any iptcllie information about th* pattern 
of tfftcti, the Multiple Cl«»lfication Table >!• 
ueed to compare the pattern of the treatment*' 
relationship to the criterion variable (Table 
4.2). In the c u t  of the poet teat acoree of the 
Stanford Achievement Rath Computation eubteat when 
adjusted for independents and oovarlatea, it vaa 
found that th* control group. Treatment 1, waa the 
leaat effective; the alternate treatment group. 
Treatment 2, the next moat effective; and, th* 
experimental group. Treatment 3. had th* strongest 
efffect although theae effects were not 
statistically signifleantly different.
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Table 4- 3
MULTIPLE CLASSIFICATION ANALYSIS OF ACHIEVEMENT 
DATA - POSTTEST BY TREATMENT WITH PRETEST
Variable
a
n
Unadjuetrd 
Dev’n Eta
Control 33 . 02
Non- Graphlea 16 73
Graphic* 13 . 05
Nuebera indicate atudanta vho completed both 
preteat and poatteat «ti«ur»i.
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Hypothesis Ho2
This hypotheaia ftttct that ilt*rn*tiv* 
education atudanta uaing a microcomputer 
individually or in group* of no mora than two, at 
laaat twenty minutes, three tlmaa par week for 
supplemental CAI with aoftware containing 
endngenuua and /or rxogcnou* graphics would not 
improve achool attltudea algnifleant 1y more than 
like atudanta uaing supplemental CAI without 
graphics aa maaaurad by the Motivation for 
Schooling aubteat of the School Attitude Measure.
Students in tha atudy completed all five 
subtests of the School Attitude Measure,
Motivation for Schooling, Academic 
Self-Concept--Performance Based, Academic 
Self-Concept--Referenced Baaed, Student's Sense of 
Control over Performance, and Student's 
Instructional Mastery. However, because there was 
no overall total score used In the standardization 
of this test, and each subtest is considered to 
stand alone, though It la acknowledged that acorea 
across subtesta for an individual are generally 
■ ljniliir, the weighted raw score for the aubteat 
Motivation for Schooling was used in the
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atatiatlcal (nilyiii. This lubtvit was felt to 
moat nvarly ipproxitnitt th* »*iaur* of ittitud* 
with th* BtrongMt likelihood ai being ■lltctwd in 
th* *xp*rim*nt*l daaign. Th* asm* form of th* 
t»*t w** giv«n to *11 l*v*l* both th* pr*t**t
and poattaat.
Th* aam* thra* group* v*r* taatad in thia 
experimental daaign: th* control group, Treatment
1F In which th*r* waa no CAI; th* altarnat* 
tr**tm*nt group, Traatmant 2, In which atudanta 
v*r* *xpoa*d to CAI without th* uaa of graphics 
* part of tha instruction; and, th* experimental 
group, Treatment 3, in which atudanta w*r* exposed 
to CAI with »ndog*n*oua and exogenous graphlca for 
at l*a*t 20 minutes thra* timea p*r week ov*r a 
parlod of ■ aamaatar, Th* number of atudanta uaad 
in thia experiment waa 65 (Tabl* 4,4). Th* total 
population mean (n*65) of th* School Attltud* 
Measure. Motivation for Schooling waightad raw 
■cor** waa 43. IB out of a total po**ibi* w*ight*d 
raw icor* of 60. Th* control group (n»33) had a 
waightad raw m*an acora of 43,82, Th* altarnat* 
traatmant group uaing non-graphic* CAI (n*16) had 
a waightad raw mean acora of 41.63, Th* 
axparimental group uaing graphic* CAI (n*16> had a 
weighted raw mean icort of 43. 44, Ho n u t i  war* 
removed from th* analysis-
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Table 4.4
HYPOTHESIS 2 DESCRIPTIVE DATA OF THE STUDENT 
SCORES OH THE SCHOOL ATTITUDE MEASURE, MOTIVATION 
FOR SCHOOLING SUETEST
PRETEST POSTTEST
Traatmant
a
n Naan
Standard 
Devx a t ion Naan
Standard
Deviation
Overall 63 41. 60 a, 03 43. ie 7. 71
Control 33 42. 73 6. IS 43. 02 6. 29
Non-Graphlca 16 44. 06 3. 47 41. 62 12. 14
Graphic* 16 37, 13 11. 33 43. 44 4. 30
Hot*, Mean-Weighted Raw Scorca.
Number* indicate etudent* who completed both 
pretest and poattaat mtmur**.
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Th* analyala of covariance m  th* Statistical 
Package far th* Social 5cifnc*p waa uaad to taat 
tha overall tlgnilicinc* of tha treatments uaad in 
dvltrnining If thoaa atudanta who uaad software 
progrma in math instruction with exogenous and 
endogenous graphics improved significantly mora in 
achool attitudes than those who did not, or than 
those who had no CAI at ail. Tha pretest scoraa 
ware used as a metric covariate to remove 
extraneous variation from the dependant variable 
of tha posttest in order to increase measurement 
precision. The covariate on tha pretest measure. 
Table 4.5r was found to have an F value of 9. 113 
with .004 significance indicating that 
individuals’ scores on the pretest were highly 
related to their posttest scores regardless of 
their treatment (Table 4.5).
In tha analysis of covariance it was found 
that the main effects of the treatments, (Table 
4.5), had an F value of 1.500 with a significance 
level of .231. Therefor* the null hypothesis for 
th# treatment effects cannot be rejected.
es
Table 4.3
HYPOTHESIS 2 ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE ON THE 
POSTTEST SCORES OF THE MOTIVATION FOR SCHOOLING 
SUBTEST OF THE SAM - COVARIATE • PRETEST SCORES
Sourc» of Sun of Mean Sign.
Variation Squares DF Square F of F
Covariate
Prateet 474.710 1 474.710 S. 115 .004
Main
Effect*
Treatment 156.2S1 2 70,141 1.500 ,231
Explained 630.991 3 210.330 4,039 .011
Realdual 3179.793 61 32.079
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Sine* th* statistical analyala dot* not 
provide any specific information about tha pat tarn 
of affacta tha Multiple Classification Table was 
used to compare th* pattern of the treatments’ 
relationship to the criterion variable (Table 
4,6>. In th* case of the posttest scores of the 
School Attitude Measure, Motivation for Schooling 
subtest when adjusted for independents and 
oovariates it waa found that the alternate 
treatment group. Treatment 2, was th* least 
effective; th* control group. Treatment 1, th* 
next most effective; and, the experimental group, 
Treatment 3, had the etrongeet effect although 
these effects vsre not statistically significantly 
different.
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Tabla 4.6
MULTIPLE CLASSIFICATION ANALYSIS OF ACHIEVEMENT 
DATA - POSTTEST BY TREATMENT WITH PRETEST
Varlabia
a
n
uViad j uatad 
D*v■n Eta
Control 33 . 63
Non-Graphic* 16 - I. 56
Graphic* 16 . 23
Nuabara indicate atudanta vho complatad both 
prvtaat and poattaat mtiaurti.
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Hypothaal* Hq 3
This hypothaal* atataa that aUirnativ» 
tducatlon atudanta uaing a wicroconputar 
individually or in groupa of no mora than two, at 
l#aat twanty minutaa, thra* timaa par »*ak for 
•upplamantal CAI with aoftwara containing 
andoganoua and /or axoganoua graphic* would not 
incraaaa achool attandanca algnifleant 1y mora than 
ilka atudanta uaing aupplamantai CAI without 
graphic* aa indlcatad by achool attandanca 
rtcorda.
Tha aam* thra* group* vara taatad in thia 
axparimantal d*algn: th# control group, Traatmant
1, in which thara waa no CAI; tha altarnat# 
traatmant group, Traatmant 2, in which atudanta 
war* axpoaad to CAI without tha ua# of graphlca aa 
a part of tha in*tructionj and, tha axparimantai 
group, Traatmant 1, in which. studant* vara axpaaad 
to CAI with wndoganoua and axoganoua graphlca for 
at laaat 20 minute* thra* timaa par vaak ovar a 
ptnod of a lamtittr. Tha total population maan 
(n*63) of attandanca waa 78 cut of a total 
powaibl* of 87 day* iTabla 4.7), Tha control 
group i n « 3 3 ' 1 had a maan of 78,67 day* praaant.
Th* altarnat# traatmant group <n*16> had a maan of 
81.19 day# praaant. Th* axparimantal group (n*l6> 
had a maan of 73, 44 daya praaant. Ho caaaa war* 
ramcvad from th* analyala.
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Tabla 4. 7
HYPOTHESIS 3 DESCRIPTIVE DATA OF
ATTENDANCE - DAYS PRESENT
a Standard
T reatment n Maan Deviation
Overall 65 73. OO 9. 59
Control 33 70. 67 9. 66
Hon - Graph ice 16 31.19 6. 17
Graphlca 15 73, 44 11. 44
Note■ llean*Days pr»Mnt
Humbrrt indicate atudtnta who 
co*pl«ttd both preteat and pOft'tait 
n t i a u n i .
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A oneway tnalyti* of variance in the Statistical 
Package lor the Social Science# was used to teat the 
overall algniflcance of the treatment# used In 
determining If those students who used software 
program# in math instruction with exogenous and 
endogenous graphics improved significantly more m  
school attendance than those who did not, or than those 
who had no CAI at all. Since there was no pretest 
measure for this dependant criterion and only one 
independent variable measure, there va# no covariate or 
interaction effect to take intD account.
In the analysis of variance it was found that the 
main effects of the treatments {Table 4.8) had an F 
value of 2.945 with a significance level of .060. 
Therefore the null hypothesi# for the treatment effects 
cannot be rejected.
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Tattle 4. 8
HYPOTHESIS 3 ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OK THE DAYS 
PRESENT OF ATTENDANCE
Sourc# of 
V i m t i o n
Sum of 
Squaraa DF
Mean
Square F
Sign, 
of F
n * m
Effects
TrMtm«nt 510- 292 2 235. 146 2- 945 . 060
Explained 510.292 2 233.146 2. 945 . 060
Rttidual 5371.708 62 06.640
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Sine* th* ■titittiual tnalyaia do** not providt 
any specific information about th* patttrn of 
th* Multiple Claaaificatlon Table was uaad to compare 
th* patt*rn of th* traitaanta' relationship to th* 
criterion variable (Table 4.9), In th* caat of th* 
itttndanc* data of atudanta it v** found that th* 
txpcnmantii group, Traatmant 3, vaa least effective; 
th* control group, Traatmant 1, th* next most 
effective; and, the alternate treatment group.
Treatment 2, had the strongest effect although these 
effects vers not statistically significantly different.
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Table 4.9
MULTIPLE c l a s s i f i c a t i o n  a n a l y s i s of a t t e n d a n c e  d a t a -
DAYS PRESENT BY TREATMENT
Variable
a
n
Unadjusted 
Dev'n Eta
Control 33 . 67
Non-graphics 16 3. 19
Graphics 16 -4. 56
t
Numbers indicate students who completed both pretest 
and poettest measures.
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Hypothesis Ho4
This hypothesis atatta that altarnativt tducition 
students using a microcomputer individually or m  
groups of no mors than two, at least twenty minutes, 
three times per week for supplemental CAI with software 
containing endogeneous and /or exogenous graphics would 
not increase depth-of-involvement significangly more 
than like students using supplemental CAI without 
graphics as measured on rated observations and exit 
interviews.
The same three groups were tested in this 
experimental design: the control group, Treatment 1,
in which there was no CAI; the alternate treatment 
group. Treatment 2, in which students were exposed to 
CAI without the use of graphics as a part of the 
instruction; and, the experimental group. Treatment 3, 
m  which students were exposed to CAI with endogenous 
and exogenous graphics for at least 20 minutes three 
times per week over a period of a semester. The number 
of students used in this experiment was 65 (Table 
A.10), The total population mean (n*63) was 15,94 
minutes on task out of a possible 20 minute observation 
period. The control group (n*33) had a mean of 13. 45 
minutes an task. The alternate treatment group tn»16)
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Tabl* 4. 10
HYPOTHESIS 4 DESCRIPTIVE DATA OF 
DEPTH-OF-INVDLVEMEKT - TIME-QN-TASK
Trtitin*nt
■
n htan
Standard
Daviition
Qvarall 63 15. 94 6. 53
Control 33 13. 45 7. 01
Non-Graphic* 16 17. 31 6. 78
Graphic* 16 19. 69 . 79
Not*. !1**n - Hinutaa on T**k
Nunbtr* indlcitf ptudant* who 
conplatad both pr*t«at and poBt- t**t 
ntiaurtf.
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u t m g  non - gr ipfiica CAI had a mean of 17, 31 minutes on 
task- The •xptrimtnttl group using graphics CAI <n*16) 
had a intin of 19.69 minutM on task. No c » t a  were 
rmujvtd from th* analysis.
Students in the study war* observed ovtr a 20 
tinuti tint* ptriod and rated aach minut* to d*t*rmln* 
if thay ware on task or off task. Raw score■ indicated 
the number of minute* out of 20 that the student was 
found to b* on task. Exit interviews were also held 
with each student who participated in either type of 
CAI. It was found that this information could not be 
quantified for the typa of students participating in 
this study but it did help provide qualitative 
information (Appendix 8).
A oneway analysis of variance m  th* Statistical 
Package for th* Social Sciences was used to teat the 
overall significance of the treatments used in 
determining if those students who used software 
programs in math instruction with exogenous and 
endogenous graphics increased depth-of-involvement as 
demonstrated by increased time on task significantly 
more than those who did not, or than those who had no 
CAI at all. Since there was no pretest measure for 
this hypothesis, there was no covariate or interaction 
effect to take into account.
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In the a n a l y m  of variance it found that th*
m a m  effects of the treatments, (Table, 4. 11 ), had an F 
value of 6. 261 vlth a significance level of . 003. 
Therefore th* null hypothesis for th* treatment effects 
is rejected.
Since th* statistical analysis does not provide 
any specific information about th* pattern of effects, 
the Multiple Classification Table was used to compare 
the pattern of th* treatments' relationship to the 
criterion variable (Table 4,12). In the case of the 
number of minutes the students were on task it was 
found that th* control group. Treatment, 1 was the 
least effective; the alternate treatment group using 
non-graphic CAI, Treatment 2, was the next most 
effective; and, the experimental group using graphics 
CAI, Treatment □, had the strongest effect although 
these effects were not statistically significantly 
different,
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Table 4.11
HYPOTHESIS 4 ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE ON THE MINUTES 
ON TASK OF DEPTH-OF-INVOLVEMENT
Soorct of 
Virntlon
Sum of 
Squares DF
Mean
Square F
Sign, 
of F
M a m  
Efftcta 
T reatment 456.697 2 229.349 6. 261 . 003
Explained 456-697 2 229,349 6. 261 , 003
flMidutl 227 1.057 62 36.630
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Tabla 4.12
MULTIPLE CLASSIFICATION ANALYSIS OF DEPTH- OF - 
INVOLVEMENT DATA - MINUTES ON TASK BY TREATMENT
Variable
a
n
Un«djuated 
De v 'n Eta
Control 30 -2. 48
Hon-Graphics IS 1. 37
Graphic* 16 3. 75
Nuinb*ra lndicat* atudcnts who compltttd both 
prataat and poattaat m m u r t a ,
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Suflipary
A summary *nd companion of th* reaulta of 
tach of th* hypoth**** t*«t*d tm provided in Table
4. 13.
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CHAPTER V
It was the purpoit of this study to 
determine vhat effect i n t n n n c  motivation in 
software progrm* using graphics and 
non-graphics has on the achievement, 
attitudes, attendance and depth-of- 
lhvolvment of underachieving students. To do 
this four hypotheses were developed as 
follows:
Alternative education students using a 
microcomputer individually or in groups of no 
sore than two, at least twenty minutes, three 
times per week for supplemental CAI with 
software containing endogenous and /or 
exogenous graphics;
1. Would increase mathematics achievement 
significantly more than students using 
supplemental CAI without graphics as measured 
on the hath Computation eubtest of the 
Stanford Achievement Test.
2, Would improve school attitudes 
significantly more than students using 
supplemental CAI without graphics as measured
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by the Flotivation for Schooling subteet of 
th* School Attitude Mviaurt,
3. Would increase school attendance 
significantly more than students using 
supplemental CAI without graphics as 
indicated by school attendance records.
4. Would increase depth-of-involvement 
significantly more than students using 
supplemental CAI without graphics as measured 
on rated observations and exit interviews.
Three groups were tested in this 
experimental design; the control group. 
Treatment 1, in which there was no CAI; the 
alternate treatment group, Treatment 2, In 
which students were exposed to CAI without 
the use of graphics as a part of the 
instruction; and the experimental group. 
Treatment 3, in which students were exposed 
to Ca I with endogenous and exogenous graphics 
for at least 20 minutes three times per week 
over a period of a semester of 16 weeks.
It was found through statistical 
analysis of the data collected using analysis 
of covariance for the first two hypotheses
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and analysis of variance for the renaming 
two, that only the last hypothesis showed a 
significant difference in the variability of 
performance in the three groups measured. In 
the cane of the last hypothesis, 
depth-of - in vol vement vae quantified as a 
measure of t m e  - on - task. Qualitative data 
relating to depth-of-involvement from the 
exit interviews did not provide sufficient 
information to categorize responses for 
factors relating to depth-of-involvement.
The following were the categories 
unsuccessfully applied to the student’s 
interview responses; factual information 
verses imagery and fantasized imagery; 
content related verses personalized point of 
reference; and minimal, average or strong 
Involvement in the activity presented on the 
computer. Responses that were received were 
tabulated and reported in Appendix B.
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Conclusion
It is concluded from the results of this 
study that the use of Computer Assisted 
Instruction either with or without graphics 
does not substantially improve the 
achievement, attitudes or attendance of 
underachieving students. Although there was 
a significant increase on time-on-task, this 
did not translate during the one school 
semester of the study to improvement in any 
of the other areas. However, in two of the 
hypotheses, Hypothesis 1, achievement 
(significance of F ■ ,072), and Hypothesis 3, 
attendance (significance of F ■ .060), the 
significance levels approached statistical 
significance.
Discussion
The results of this study appear to be 
in contradiction to much of what has been 
published concerning the value of computer 
assisted instruction in the achievement of 
students. Roblyer (1905) states, 'Whenever
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computer-based instruction is compared with 
traditional classroom instruction, computer 
methoda usually result in greater effects’
(p. 24). However, many of these studies when
analyzed through meta-analysis are shown to 
have trivial to small effect sizes (Roblyer, 
1965). When the medium to large effect 
studies are analyzed, Kullk, Kullk, and Cohen 
(I960), found that the only characteristic 
that correlated to outcomes significantly was 
control for instructor effect. Studies with 
a different teacher for the treatment group 
and the control group tended to yield higher 
effects (Roblyer, 1905). In this study the 
same teacher was used in both the alternate 
treatment group and the experimental group 
which may be one factor accounting for the 
limited statistical difference. Although 
different teachers were used for the control 
group since this was spread over three 
different individuals, the strengths or 
weaknesses of one individual's instruction 
were largely eliminated. Of all of Kulik'e 
studies the most positive results were at the 
elementary level (Roblyer, 1965). The 
direction of the significance of the first
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hypothesis in this study would support this 
since it had a significance level of ,072.
It is also true that if there had been more 
students in the treatment groups, then the F 
value as determined by the Degrees of Freedom 
would have fallen within the .05 level of 
significance for Hypothesis 1.
Kulik, Bangert, and Williams (1963) also 
found very small effects far changes m  
attitude except in attitudes towards the 
computer. In this study, statistically 
significant effects were not found for 
changes In attitudes towards school.
Attitudes toward the computer were not 
measured.
One possible explanations for the lack 
□f achievement gains could be the relative 
short duration of the study in which to 
affect a change. Students using graphics in 
their programs averaged 18. 29 hours of 
instruction over the IS weeks of the 
semester. Students using no graphics as part 
of the instructional lesson averaged 15.74 
hours of instruction. Although the 
standardized measure used to assess
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achievement la highly reliable, it la also 
true that teet reliability makes it very 
difficult to accurately measure small 
increments of growth. The minimum period 
used is generally one semester which is the 
equivalent of 5 months growth in achievement, 
but this presumes one month growth for one 
month duration. While this is generally true 
for the average student, the students in this 
study by definition and ability are achieving 
at about three /fourths the average rate.
This would equate with a maximum potential 
growth of three to four months which would be 
difficult to accurately measure given the 
standard error of the test instrument.
Another factor that could have 
influenced test resulta is a demonstrated 
poor attitude towards test taking by 
underachieving students (Bottom, 1970), This 
is consistent with the four teachers' 
comments in this study. They complained about 
the poor test-taking ability of these 
students. They cited their students' 
inability to work in large groups and their 
students' poor direction following skills as
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indicated by their ability to perform 
adequately in class but not on paper-penoil 
measures.
In The Education of Disadvantaged 
Children, Bottom (1970) states, 'Some 
children simply can't work in large groups. 
For them individual testing will be 
necessary* (p. 93). He also states, 'The
child of the streets is far less likely to 
come to school with a positive self-image. 
Their lack of confidence and unworthiness 
often causes them to think that school is too 
hard and the teacher unfair in asking them to 
do more than they can. Such an attitude can 
play havoc with standardized tests. Looking 
at a test using words unfamiliar to them, on 
a plane above their reading level, and asking 
them to black out dots on an answer sheet are 
more than many students are willing to 
tackle. 'Then, ’ according to a veteran 
teacher, 'they begin the ‘guessing game, * the 
'let’s see who can finish quickest game. ' or 
‘to heck with this stuff, I quit’ attitude’* 
(p. 93).
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Overtesting may have been a problem in 
thia Alternative Education Program. Studenta 
were constantly being assessed by 
standardized measures to meet a multitude of 
requirements. Again, teachers in this study 
complained about students' lack of 
seriousness in taking the teats because there 
were so many to take as demonstrated by the 
number of incomplete tests and blank pages 
found in their test booklets.
Another factor which may have influenced 
the results is the type of instruction 
provided far the students who participated as 
part of the control group. Because the 
Alternative Education Program is an intensive 
remedial program, students who were not 
participating in the computer assisted 
instruction continued to receive math 
instruction in very small groups. Groups 
were generally in the range of four to five 
students with a maximum of eight students at 
any single time. Instruction was direct, 
responsive, often individualized and on the 
instructional level of the student as 
indicated in repeated observation. This may
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have closely approximated the type of 
individuillntion that etudente working on 
the computer also received, thus reducing the 
variance that would occur. This supports 
findings in the research that indicate that 
the computer has not been found to he a 
better instructor; only that it can often 
accomplish what the regular teacher rarely 
has time for, true individualization, and can 
provide the same amount of instruction in a 
shorter amount of time. In the case of the 
Alternative Education Program, some of these 
advantages have already been built into the 
instructional program administratively. All 
that can be determined is that there was not 
a significant enough variance to find one 
method unequivically superior to another.
This doss not take into account, however, the 
issue of cost versus benefit when weighing 
the value of the use of computer assisted 
instruction.
Glass (1962) concluded from comparing 
the ETS study with meta-analyses of other 
non-computer methods of instruction that 
reducing class aize from 25 to 10 seemed to
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produc# th* same effect size ae supplemental 
CAI. Spvcitl tfichtr trilning to handle 
lirp* claaata alao produced grrattr effect 
aizaa. Bloom ( 1984 > concluded w a n  batter 
raflulta from n«ta-analyala on other 
■trattglaa lor improving achievement 
including: tutorial instruction, corrective
feedback proceaa, atudtnt time-on-taak, 
graded homework, classroom morals, peer and 
croae-age remedial tutoring,, higher-order 
quaationing and teacher expectancy. Although 
many of theee are characteristics exhibited 
in CAI, they were alao generally 
characteriatlc of the obeerved lnetruction 
taking place in the regular math claaeroom of 
th* Alternative Education Program.
It le interesting to not* that on the 
multiple classification analyaia of th* 
treatment*, the two rankings of th* effect* 
of treatment* which match are thoae of 
achievement and depth-of-involvement. There 
does appear to be a relationship between 
d*pth-of-involvement a* measured by 
tlme-on-task and subsequent achievement as 
influenced by the three treatment*.
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Depth-of-Involvement wee the only hypothesis 
whose F value was significant enough to 
warrant rejecting the null hypothesis.
However, achievement began to approach an F 
value that may have been significant if a 
higher significance level had been selected 
or if there had been larger numbers of 
students in each treatment. This would 
support th* interpretation that achievement 
was affected by the experimental treatment in 
the predicted direction.
The ability to change attitudes towards 
school seems to be the most difficult to 
affect. This would appear to be in line with 
what is generally accepted, (Bottom, 1970), 
although attitudes towards the computer as 
reflected in responses to exit interview 
questions were positive. (Appendix B>
The limited abstract ability skills of 
this type of underachieving student was 
demonstrated on the responses to the exit 
interview questions making it impossible to 
make any further conclusions about 
depth-of-invo1vement factor*. Research has 
shown (Clark, 19S3) that often student*
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pr*fer th* mod* of instruction that is in 
opposition to thtir most efficient means of 
lurning. Low ability ftudtnta vtr* shown to 
profit most from itructurwd latrning such as 
drill and practice although they preferred 
discovsry learning. It may b* that th* 
instructional dwaign of th* command*! 
software, regardless of its us* of graphics, 
was not w*ll suitad to th* spacific 
charactsristics of thia population, Students 
may hav* prafarr*d th* gam* formats and 
graphics, finding th*m fun and entertaining 
but insufficiently dasignad to ov*rcos* such 
educational problems as lack of goal 
congruence (Lepper and flalone, 1984J or too 
distracting in fantasy content to produce 
significant retention above that experienced 
by students in regular instruction using 
drill and practice techniques. However, all 
students learned regardless of how the 
content was delivered.
It may be presumed that although th* 
graphics and fantasy material do appear to 
mak* the drill more entertaining, it does not 
indicate that increased intrinsic motivation
u s
through Attention*! Effects and 
Depth-of* Involv»m«nt Effects in the form of 
graphic material ia necessary for learning to 
take place. Other effects iuch as Feedback 
Effects, Control Effects, Affective Effect* 
and Multiple Channel Effect* and other 
principle* of behavior modification including 
appropriate instructional level and email 
incremental stepa may be more crucial for 
learning to take place. These and other 
variable* such as instructional time needed 
to execute the program would have to be 
considered to determine the preferred program 
to accomplish the instructional goal.
Further Investigation would be needed In 
these areas.
It also l* true that students did not 
suffer by having supplemental CAI for a part 
of their math instruction. Students did 
equally well when they spent half of their 
instructional time learning through CAI as 
they did when in direct instruction in an 
individualized intensive remedial program. 
Therefor** decisions about the use of CAI in 
schools may well have to be baeed on ether
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administrative and political variables 
■(Clark* 1983>. These variables may include 
th# cost of providing instruction through 
CAI* It is apparent that since CAI la 
primarily effective as supplemental 
instruction, it does not replace the cost of 
the teacher. In this study it was compared 
to very small instructional groups of 
underachieving students which is also very 
expensive. With other levels of students or 
types of instructional skills, th* 
cost-benefit may improve. In addition, even 
if CAI cannot be shown to be cost-effective, 
society may still insist students be 
acquainted with this media. Clark (1983) 
states that th* public may insist on CAI 
because of, "The high expectation we have for 
technology of all kinds,' and the "reserve 
about the #ffectiveness of our system of 
formal education1' (p. 436), He indicated
that the public tends to relate in terms of 
the benefit of computers to industry 
therefore demanding that schools become 
involved in technology, Benderson (1983) 
states, "There are those who warn. . . that th* 
very structure of American education will
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soon become outmoded if public schools end 
colleges cannot move swiftly enough to train 
people for the computer age" (p. 29)*
Implications
Roblyer (1963) stated, *the most common 
finding in research studies is that more 
research is necessary. This is certainly the 
case with instructional computing. But it la 
critically important that v# begin more 
in-depth, focussed studies in a number of 
areas where data are lacking* <p, 27), More 
studies are needed to study systematically 
specific characteristics in the design and 
us* of computer materials. Studies should 
alao be done of th* materials used in other 
studies that were shown effective to 
determine which aspects made them effective. 
Of factors listed by Roblyer (1965) and 
Lepper and halone (1963), such as the form of 
feedback) the degree of learner control; the 
role of motivation and th* form it took; 
other effects of screen design and graphics; 
the use of content areas and the skills in
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thoa* araaa; the uptct of th* inftructionil 
approach; th* tranafar of information to 
othar ikiil*; which art tha aoat critical?
It ia al*o critical to continu* in tha 
M a r c h  for tha datarminmtion of nacaaaary 
conditions to facilitat* tha laarning of 
atudanta not juat aufficlant condition*
(Clark, 1963). Tha praaant atudy daalt with 
a aat of particular variablaa thought to 
mllutnce laarntr nutcoMi, apacifloally tha 
impact of intrinsic motivation in tha uaa of 
graphic and non-graphic math aoftvara 
program*. Othar atudiaa ira naadad to 
further inva*tigata inatructlonal m t h o d *  and 
othar v i m b l i a  auch aa tha apacific task 
involved, tha laarnar' a aptituda, vinous 
lnatructiomi daaign approachaa in aoftnara, 
tha uaa of antartalnmant and paraomlization 
in programming. Thar* must al*o ha much more 
fiald taating of apacific computar couriavirt 
by oompaniaa prior to tha couraavart baing 
puhliahad to validat* tha affactivanata of 
tha daaign lastura# thay incorporate in thair 
■of tvar#.
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Tha atudy of CAI if actually tha atudy 
of teaching and laarning and any addition to 
knowledge of tha field benefit* the education 
community ae a whole.
In general the reaulta of thia atudy 
suggest the general lack of sophistication in 
educational software today. Available 
software, even whan ita producer* claim to 
make us* of motivational technique* and 
superior graphic*, does not demonstrably 
enhance tha academic achievement of student* 
above other proven Instructional 
methodologies. Although computer graphic* do 
appear to get th* attention of the students, 
this study's reaulta cannot justify a 
concurrent increase in students' mathematical 
computational abilities.
APPENDIX A 
Software Program*
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s o f t w a r e  p r o g r a m PUBLISHER
Hon-Gfphlct
Th* Arithmetic Classroom 
(5 disk*)
Th* Milliken hath S a n a a  
<12 disk*)
Hartley Prescriptive
Math Drill
Graphic*
DLH-Dragon Mix
Alligator Mix 
Demolition Division 
Minus Mission 
Allan Addition 
Meteor Multiplication
Math Blastvr
Fishing for Answers
Aliencounter/
Fac* Flash
Plato-Whole Numbers
Sasic Humh*r Facts
Starling Swift 
Publishing Co.
Millik*n
Hartley Courseware, Inc.
D*v*lopm*n ta1
Learning
Materials
Davidson & Associates 
NTS Software Inc. 
Jlilliken
Control Date Publishing
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APPENDIX B
Exit Int»rvitwHitlng Scale 
Depth-of - I revolvement Effects
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EXIT INTERVIEW RATING SCALE 
DEPTH-OF-INVOLVEMENT EFFECTS
Questions - Responses of 32 Students
1. Whet did you just do? 8 - "times tables";
5 -'multiplication*; 3 - "playing" some 
added tha word’gamee" or the word 
•adding"; 2 - "computer*; 3 "racing 
cars"; 1 "basketball"; 1 - "typing" ; 2 -
doing problems"; 1 - "1 was playing race 
cars'; 1 - "I try to get correct"; 1 ~ 
"got my problem right*; 1 - "I went
and smashed the space bar and shot and 
put answer and shot it, got it right and
got a score"; 1 - "What score? I tried to
do some of the hard problems. Got 2 
or 3 right. Got to work on my 9's."
2, What did you think of? 11 - ‘it’s fun"; 3
- "don't know or shrug; 2 - "it's all 
right"; Sampling of others: "numbers’1; "I
were on th* machine"; "What'a the 
answsr"; "good*; "think of going home"; 
"if you don't know how to do it helpa 
you'; "trying to get all them right”; 
"learning how to do them"; 'kinds
easy";"math"; ’being in a real game".
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3- Did any picture* coma to your mind? 19 - 
"no* or a shrug; 2 - "basketball"; 2 - 
"yes" or "uh huh"; Others; 'a girl"; I'm 
th* race car driver"; "yes multiplication 
problem answers"; "three heads"; "yes 
Ilk* it was a video game"; "oh yeh, I 
think I'm racing"; "Yes, flowers 
and things"; "thinking of fish".
4. Were you involved in your thoughts or
pictures? 13 -"yes’; 11 - "no"; Others:
"get involved, the gam* make me 
involved"; "yes, 1 take it real serious"; 
’yes, like a person working"; ’the rabbit 
coming out of th* hat"; Yea, I g*t 
involved by playing good"; Sometimes me 
being up there and wish the computer 
could talk and tell it is right instead 
of showing me"; "add"; "thinking it is 
good, help me".
3. Did you enjoy what you were doing? 32 
"Yea" with only 4 comments: 2 - "It's 
fun"; 1 - "it make math fun*; 1 -
’helped me out".
6. What did you learn? 23 - "time tables’
□ r "mu1tipiication *; 3 - "adding and
subtracting"; Other: "learn hew to do
problems quickly"; Yes, how to use the
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keys, keyboard, disk drive, hold disk.
"I learned my digits like my times 
tables, it's fun"; "how to do computer 
whole bunch"; 'math"; time tables fast".
All responses were recorded verbatim. If a 
student did not respond at first to the 
question additional prompts were given to 
elicit a response. An attempt was made to 
categorize responses to these questions to 
determine If the content was:
F actual
Imagery
Fantasized Imagery
Responses then were reviewed again to 
determine if they were:
Content Related
Had a Personalized Point of Reference
Finally responses were reviewed to determined 
if the student expressed:
Minimal Involvement
Average Involvement
Strong Involvement
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However, as indicated by the responses shown, 
responses were rarely detailed enough to 
categorize content-
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Abstract
A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE VALUE OF 
INTRINSIC MOTIVATION IN COMPUTER SOFTWARE O N  
THE MATH* ACHIEVEMENT* ATTITUDES, ATTENDANCE, 
AND DEPTH-QF-INVOLVEMENT OF UNDERACHIEVING 
STUDENTS
Patricia Ann Fur#y Mayar
Tha GolLta* of William and Mary in Virginia, 
April 1986
Chairman: Gaorg* M. Gaaa
It vi« tha purpoaa of this study to 
datarmlna what affact intrinaic motivation in 
softvar* prograita uaing graphic* and 
non-graphic* ha* on tha achiavamant, 
attitudas, attandanca and dapth-of- 
involvamant of 63 undarachiaving atudant*,
Tha study v u  conductad in tha natural achool 
aatting ovar tha parlod of a s*m**tsr. Data 
vaa collactad on thraa group*, th* control
?roup (n-33), th* altarnata traatmant group n which atudant* war* axpoaad to CAI without 
th* u*« of graphic* a* a part of tha 
instruction, and th* awpaiinisntai group in 
which atudant* vara *xpo**d to CAI with 
graphic* for at laaat 20 minutas thraa tima* 
par waak. An ANCOVA wa* dan* on th* pr* and 
poattaat Math Computation scar** of th* SAT 
and th* pr* and pcattast vaightad raw acora* 
of tha Motivation for Schooling *ubt*st of 
tha SAM, An ANOVA was don* on attandanca data 
and a maasur* of dapth-of-involvmant dafined 
a* tima-on-ta*k.
Raaulta indicated that thar* was no 
atatiaticaily significant diffaranca m  tha 
■cadaiic achiavamant, attitud** or attandanca 
among tha thraa groupa. Hovavar, gain* in 
acadamic achiavamant did approach statistical 
aignificanc*. Raaulta for tha n a t i u r t  of 
tima-an-task did achiav* statistical 
significance indicating graatar involvamant 
Svith graphic programming.
It was concludad that tha us* of CAI 
with or without graphic* do** not 
substantially improv* tha achiavamant, 
attitud** or attandanca of underachieving 
atudant* significantly mere than athar 
intsnsiva ramadial instructional techniques.
